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ABSTRACT

We consider a reduced Maxwell-Bloch system with permanent dipole, and obtain
a Lax pair representation, the Backlund transformation and the solitons solutions.
Then we show, that this particular reduced Maxwell-Bloch system can be viewed as
one among an infinite hierarchy of commuting systems. We obtain analytical formulae
for the hamiltonians of each system in the hierarchy, and establish the conservation
laws that govern the dynamics, and coupling between the potentials of the reduced
Maxwell-Bloch system, and the potentials of the higher systems.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1

Historical Background

A class of equations known as the reduced Maxwell-Bloch equations (rMB) have been
used to describe the optical pulse propagation in a two-level medium and became well
known after Lamb's papers in the late sixties and early seventies [30], [31]. In 1967
in [30], Lamb considered a reduced form of the general MB equations (even though
he did not call them like that) by neglecting any backscattering effects. In addition
he made the slowly varying envelope approximation for both the electric and polar
ization fields to derive dynamical equations for the carrier envelopes. Lamb then
employed Backlund transformations for the first time on a rMB system to produce
the one and two-solitons solutions describing the behavior of the amplitudes of the
electric and polarization fields, .\round the same time in 1967, McHall and Hahn
were considering a more general rMB system, by including the effects of inhomogeneous broadening. Inhomogeneous broadening occurs because of the undetermined
transition frequency due to the different resonant frequency for each atom. One can
simplify the model by assuming that the transition frequency is constant during the
light-matter interaction and thus ignore the effects of inhomogeneous broadening.
However, a more precise modeling of the phenomenon would be captured if ones in
cludes the effects of inhomogeneous broadening. One way to deal with the problem
of the indeterminacy of the transition frequency is to consider an averaged transition
frequency over cill atoms in the system. This adds to the complexity of the equations,
and McHall and Hahn succeeded in presenting the one-soliton solution with inho
mogeneous broadening taken into account, but not the two-soliton. In 1971 Lamb
published a thorough review of a rMB system [31], this time also considering inhomo-
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geneous broadening. He established conservation laws additional to those related to
energy and momentum, and proved the stability of the solution whose amplitude has
a hyperbolic secant, one-soliton, profile using Liapunov techniques. The two-solitons
were still not inhomogeneously broadened.
In 1973, Ablowitz, Kaup, Newell and Segur in [1] made a significant contribution
to the theory of integrable systems by applying the inverse scattering technique,
which provides a means of solution of the initial value problem, for certain nonlinear
evolution equations. Newell et al. observed that many nonlinear partial differential
equations could be realized as the compatibility condition of two linear systems

where v

, q and r are the potentials satisfying specific nonlinear evolution

equations, and A,B,C are functions of x and t. They separate the method into
four main steps: 1) scattering: set up an appropriate, linear, eigenvalue problem in
the "space" variable, where the solution of the nonlinear evolution equation plays
the role of the potentials , 2) choose the time dependence of the potentials in such
a way that the eigenvalues remain time-invariant, 3) solve the scattering problem
at the initial "time", and 4) inverse scattering: reconstruct the potentials. The
commutation of the time and space derivatives of v, along with the time invariance
of the spectral parameter. A, determines the spatial dependence of .4, B,C. Then
appropriate expansions of A, B, C in terms of the spectral parameter determine a class

of evolution equations that can be solved using the inverse scattering method. Newell
et al. identified the applicability of the inverse scattering method for the Korteweg deVries equation, the modified Korteweg de-Vries equation, the sine-Gordon equation,
and the nonlinecu: Schrodinger equation. They did not utilize the technique for the
rMB equations though until a year later, 1974 in [2].
During the same era, 1973, another group of scientists was tackling the rMB
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problem. Eilbeck, Gibbon, Caudrey and Bullough in [10] considered a rMB system,
where again backscattering was neglected, but inhomogeneous broadening was not,
and they succeeded in providing a closed formula not only for the one, but also for
the two-soliton electric field. Using Hirota's method [24] they gave a formula for
computing the n-soliton electric field, in terms of the second logarithmic derivative
of a determinant.
A year later, 1974, .A.blowitz, Kaup and Newell applied the inverse scattering
techniques to the rMB equations including inhomogeneous broadening to derive the
one- and two-solitons. We remark that they did not use Hirota's method as in [10].
Newell et al. made the distinction between lossless pulse propagation and the emission
of radiation and observed that only when there is no continuous spectrum can one
assume lossless pulse propagation. Moreover they augmented Lamb's set of conserva
tion laws by proving the existence of infinitely many conservation laws, and providing
conserved quantities in closed form. The linear eigenvalue problem associated with
the rMB equations was identified by Newell et al. as the following.

where v =

, E is the complex electric field and .4, B, C are specific functions

of X and t. Using the Zakharov-Shabat dressing transformation they performed the
inverse scattering technique to derive the one- and two-solitons.
Later, in 1985, the inhomogeneously broadened rMB equations were revisited by
Gabitov, Zakharov and Mikhailov in [18]. They wrote a Lax pair for the system, that
is rational in the spectral parameter with one finite pole at zero. The reader should
compare this with the Lax pair presented in this dissertation, which has tw^o finite
poles at plus and minus one. The scattering matrix they used is the equivalent of
the matrix N that appears in the Backlund transformation we employ to produce the
solitons in section 4.2.
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In this very brief historical survey of the rMB equations we probably did not
mention everyone who has contributed. The reader is referred to the papers appearing
in the bibliography and the references therein for more details on the history rMB
systems.
In none of the treatments of rMB equations mentioned above was the effect of
a permanent dipole included. This resulted in similar but simpler equations than
the ones we consider in this dissertation. When the permanent dipole is present
there is stronger coupling between the electric and polarization field. It is remarkable
that even with this nonlinearity included the system continues to be integrable. We
remark that the Lax pair derivation of the rMB equations, and the construction of the
Backlund transformation can be found in [5]. Among other results, in this dissertation
we have extended the results of [5] by producing formulas and graphically displaying
all the two-soliton solutions, and not just the electric field.

The modem study of integrable partial differential equations is generally regarded
as having been initiated in the work of Gardner, Green, Kruskal and Miura [19].
Since that time the subject has undergone several treatments corresponding to dif
ferent mathematical viewpoints. Each successful treatment shed light on a partic
ular feature of integrable equations and contributed to their better understanding.
The relation of the theory of Lax pairs, Backlund transformations, and solitons with
integrable systems has been extensively studied. In the mid 70's, Flaschka in his
pioneering work on integrable systems linked integrable equations with Lie groups
and Lie algebras. Viewing integrable models in that context proved to be a powerful
technique. Flaschka, using Lie algebraic ideas was able to find the hamiltonian struc
ture for the celebrated integrable system of the Toda lattice and later on, in the joint
work with Newell and Ratiu, for the modified Korteweg de-V'ries (mKdV) equation.
Moreover he identified the mKdV equation as one among an infinite hierarchy of in
tegrable systems, all in involution, and established infinitely many conservation laws
for the system [16], [17].
Among others, Adler, van Moerbeke, Kostant, Symes, and later on Wilson have
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followed and/or extended Flaschka's original ideas to study different integrable sys
tems such as the nonlinear Schrodinger equation, KdV, mKdV and the sine-Gordon
equation. We would also like to mention the contribution of the commonly called
Russizin school on integrable systems and direct the reader to the references in the
bibliography and the references therein for more details [20], [21], [13], [9], [18] .
Up until now the rMB equations have not been treated in the context of Lie alge
bras. The hamiltonian structure, appropriate Poisson brackets, an infinite hierarchy
of commuting flows, and infinitely many conservation laws were not existent for the
rMB equations.
In this dissertation we place the rMB model in a Lie algebraic framework that
reveals many interesting features of the system. We present the hierarchy associated
with the rMB equations and show that all systems in the hierarchy are commuting.
This is done in the context of the Adler-Kostant-Symes theorem. We provide the
Hamiltonian functions for the commuting equations and establish an infinite number
of conservation laws.
In the last chapter we present directions that we can follow to advance our knowl
edge of the rMB equations. We streamline two paths that we are currently following.
The first one is concerned with the effect of the backscattering of the fields, which
we initially ignored because experimental data show that their amplitudes are rela
tively small. We incorporate the small backscattering fields and aim to study their
effect on the soliton solutions. We are also currently working on the relaxation of
a definite detuning frequency which leads to what is most commonly referred to as
inhomogeneous broadening. We give the form of the inhomogeneously broadened
rMB equations and present the Lax pair. It is our intention to apply an appropriate
Backlund transformation to this new, more general set of rMB equations and produce
the soliton solutions.
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1.2

Preface

When light propagates in a dielectric medium a nonlinear interaction occurs. The
semi-classical Maxwell-Bloch (MB) equations capture the essence of this interaction.
We assume the system is scalar which is justified when the medium is isotropic, and
restrict our attention to solutions that are propagating along the

direction resulting

in a one-dimensional system. The relevant MB equations then take the form

(eoCooJ^ + P)tt - (qC-E:: = 0

(1.1)

P = J\rTr{fip}

(1.2)

(1.3)
In the absence of a magnetic response the relevant dynamical variables are the
electric field, £", and the induced polarization field, P, which in turn is expressed
in terms of the dynamical density matrix p. For the significance of the remaining
physical constants and parameters the reader is referred to section 2.1.
We consider the MB equations (1.1)-(1.3) and from a set of physically motivated
assumptions, we formally deduce a reduced MB system. Integrability of the reduced
model is then established, and a Backlund transformation is applied to produce the
soliton solutions. Graphical representation of the solitons reveals different pulse struc
tures depending on the values of physical and other spectral parameters. In a more
theoretical setting one can then view the reduced MB system as one among an infi
nite hierarchy of commuting Hamiltonian flows. Conservation laws that govern the
interdependence of the flows in the hierarchy are also established.
One source of nonlinear effects in the interaction of electromagnetic waves with
matter is due to resonances between these waves and natural oscillatory modes of the
the medium [38]. This nonlinearity is the principal cause of difficulty in analyzing
the MB system, and what motivates the investigation of integrable reduced models
of the fundamental equations [9], [18], [10]. Techniques of integrable systems theory
provide methods for studying at least qualitatively some of the nonlinear mechanisms
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that may be relevant to the observed behavior of these systems.
In reducing the model several assumptions are made, some of which we discuss
here. In principle a dielectric at the atomic level is characterized by several energy
band widths [14]. VVe consider a material that is well-approximated as a two-level
atom. Namely the interactions at the atomic level take place between two main
energy levels, one of which is higher. Moreover we consider a low density material, in
which the number of optically active atoms is small compared to the total number of
atoms. An isotropic medium reduces the model in its scalar form, and if one restricts
attention to solutions that are propagating along the 2—direction, the system becomes
also one-dimensional.
The mathematical physics literature is rich in papers on rMB systems. The main
differences of the various models lie in the assumptions made in the reduction proce
dure. Thus each model has a different physical interpretation depending on the level
of approximations made.
Our approach is different than what has already been done on the topic. First we
do not make the slowly varying envelope approximations and thus retain the flexibility
of detuning. VVe also retain the effect of a nonvanishing permanent dipole moment,
which makes the particular rMB system more complicated than other rMB systems
that appear in the existing literature, for example in [9]. For the relevance of the
permanent dipole the reader is referred to the discussion in section 2.1. The relevant
rMB system we obtain is

(1.4)
—— = —i[(l — 2nsin(0)e)pi2 + f2cos(0)eAp]
UT

^=

-2i^lcos{e)e{pi2 - p'i2)-

(1.5)
(1.6)

The scaled, dynamical vzuriables are the electric field e, the off-diagonal element of
the 2x2 dipole matrix, pi2, and the difference of the diagonal entries of the dipole
matrix Ap := pu — P22-
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Remarkably, even though we retain the permanent dipole effect, incorporated in
the parameter 6 {9 = 0 corresponds to no permanent dipole), and the corresponding
reduced system is a generalization of the ones that have been shown to be integrable,
we establish complete integrability in the sense of a Lax pair. Specifically, we derive
a Lax pair representation: a pair of linear, differential operators, L and .4, that
commute in the sense of the Lie bracket, [L, .4] = 0, if and only if the reduced MB
system (1.4)- (1.6) is satisfied. The Lax pair we obtain is

.4

=

—dr +

+ fo^) 4- CQS

L

=

dc_ + A(/io'H + /o^) + gqE +

[X{hi'H + fi^) + eiS\

:= d(^ + Q ,

where

constitute a basis for the Lie algebra su(2), 2 x 2 anti-hermitian, traceless matrices.
Remarks: (i) the matrix coefficients hj,fj,ej, j = 1,2 that go in the nondifferential
part of L which we denoted as Q, depend on the potentials of the rMB equations
(e,pi2 and Ap), and (ii) the Lax pair belongs in su(2) 0 il(A), where R{\) denotes
the space of rational functions of A (A is usually called the spectral parameter).
The

LEIX pair representation equipped with the spectral parameter can be used

as a tool for inverse scattering. A Backlund transformation is obtained and applied
on solutions of the system to yield new ones. One can think of the transformation
as an operator that acts on the Lax operator, L, by conjugation and produces a new
operator,
L ^ L""" = G'^LG

If the potentials (e, pn and Ap) used in the matrix coefficients are solutions to the
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rMB system, then by construction, the Backlund transformation G produces Q"®""
that depends on the new potentials which are also solutions to the rMB equations.
We remark that every time the transformation is applied three new parameters
enter the picture (refer to section 4.2), the particular value of the spectral parameter,
and a constant two-vector. The importance of these parameters becomes relevant
(refer to section 4.3) when we impose the following restrictions on the transformation:
(a) The singularity structure of Q is preserved : Q"®"* should have poles only at
A = ±1.
(b) The reality structure of Q is preserved : hj, fj,ej, j = 1,2 , in Q"®*" should be real,
and the symmetry condition is preserved : X -> —A => {hj,fj,ej) —> {—hj,

.

The form of the Lax pair led us toward yet another direction. The singularity
structure of the pair suggests that one should be able to formulate the rMB system
in terms of appropriate loop algebras - infinite dimensional Lie algebras. This was
motivated by the work of Flzischka, Newell and Ratiu in [16],[17] for the modified
Korteweg-de Vries equation. The relevant loop algebra elements are infinite series of
the form

^ = E TTlW
k=l ^

'

^

•

Notice that this is an infinite prolongation of the nondifferential part of the Lax pair
operator £, and that there are two poles at A = ±1. The loop algebra used in [16] had
a different singularity structure with a single pole at A = 0. Also the matrices used
there were the basis of the Lie algebra s[(2), 2x2 traceless matrices (not necessarily
antihermitian as in our case).
In the setting of loop algebras we are able to show that the rMB flow is one among
an infinite hierarchy of commuting flows. This is realized through an application
of the Adler-Kostant-Symes theorem, Theorem 5, in section 6.4. One has to find
an appropriate splitting of the loop edgebra, i.e write the lie algebra as a vector
space direct sum of two appropriate subalgebras. In [16] the splitting was given by
considering positive and negative powers of A, motivated by the singularity structure
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of the loop element which has only one pole at A = 0. To incorporate the effect of the
two poles at A = ±1 in our case, the splitting was obtained by considering positive
powers of A and linear combinations of negative powers of (1 ± A). Moreover we
find an infinite hierarchy of Hamiltonian functions that are in involution, and such
that the first of the corresponding Hamiltonian systems is the rMB system. We also
establish the conservation laws that govern the temporal interdependence of the rMB
flow with the other flows of the hierarchy.
In chapter 8 we summarize the results of this dissertation and in 9 we give direc
tions for further research.
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Chapter 2
DERIVATION OF THE REDUCED MAXWELL-BLOCH
MODEL
2.1

Governing Dynamics

We start with a semi-ciassical model of the light-matter interaction: the MaxwellBloch equations in one space dimension. We assume that there is no magnetic re
sponse and thus the relevant dynamical variables are the electric field, E, and the
induced polarization field, P through the dynamical density matrix p. The equations
read

(Coeoo-fi" + P)u - ^qC'E:: = 0

(2.1)

P = AfTripp}

(2.2)

(2.3)
The electric field and the density matrix depend on space z and time t. The
density matrix p, and the dipole matrix p. are N x iV, hermitian matrices. Thus p.E
is an N x N matrix with scalar entries. M is the ratio of the number of optically
active atoms in the system and the total number of atoms present, eo is the vacuum
permitivity, Coo is the relative high frequency, h is Planck's constant and c is the speed
of light in the vacuum [38].
Maxwell's classical field equation (2.1) couples the electric and polarization fields
by taking into account the effects of the dynamical properties of the medium on the
field. Equation (2.2) is a constitutive relation, that introduces the dipole matrix
p and the density matrix p. Literally it says that the induced polarization field is
interpreted as the number of optically active atoms in the system times the expected
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value of the dipole matrix ji, which in turn is expressed as the trace of the product
of the density matrix p with the dipole matrix /i. Notice that the entries of /x are
constants, whereas the entries of p are dynamical variables representing probability
dinsities. Liouville's equation, (2.3), is the equation of motion for the time derivative
of p.
We note that the various eigenvalues of p at time t, represent the probabilities that
an atom can be found in certain superpositions of the electronic states of observable
energy. These superpositions will in general be nontrivial and so these "eigenstates of
probability" will not in general correspond to states of definite energy. Because of this
probabilistic interpretation, the eigenvalues of p must remain nonnegative and must
always sum to unity. Specifically, the density matrix provides the probability that the
atom can be found in any state, not just the eigenstates. By definition, this probability
is the relevant diagonal entry of p, when p is expressed in an orthonormal basis which
contains the state under consideration as one of its elements. A simple calculation
shows that this probability can also be obtained (usually much more conveniently) by
taking the trace of the product of the density matrix {in any basis) with the matrix
corresponding to projection onto the given state. With respect to a given basis of
states, the off-diagonal entries of the density matrix represent coherences between the
states and have no clzissical analogue.
The strength of the interaction depends on the matrix elements of HQ — (J.E :=
Hmat- Whether or not a strong interaction occurs is often determined by arguments
involving the symmetry of the system. These are ver>' closely related to the concept
of parity, which we now review briefly.
The Hamiltonian matrix Hmat is given as the difference of the Hamiltonian matrix
Hq, representing the unperturbed states, and the Hamiltonian of the interaction.

HINT '•= P-E. The unperturbed Hemiiltonian, HQ, is taken to be diagonal matrix
having as eigenvidues the value of the energy at the different levels.
We assume that HQ depends on a variable r. For example r could denote the
distance from a center of symmetry. Then if the operation r

—r leaves the Hamil-
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tonian unchanged due to a certain symmetry of the system, then Ho(r) = HQ{—r).
Let EN, and UN be the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions respectively of HQ. A simple
calculation shows that both u„(r) and Un(—r) are eigenfunctions with the same eigen
value En. But if the energy level is nondegenerate then only one such eigenfunction
should exist. Thus u„(—r) = ±ti„(r). If Un{—r) = u„(r) we say that
parity, and if u„(—r) = —Un{r) we say that

is of even

is of odd parity. Hence if the Hamil-

tonian is invariant under the transformation r i—>• —r, the eigenstates of HQ have a
definite parity. If two eigenfunctions u„ and Um belonging to two different energy
levels have the same parity then the dipole matrix element iin,m. vanishes because the
calculation involves integrals on a symmetric domain of the form

J u'^{r)rumir)dV ,

and the integrand is of odd parity. If the matrix element is zero, transitions between
the two states are forbidden in the electric dipole approximation. Consequently,
electric dipole transitions can occur only between states of opposite parity. Notice that
if the eigenstates of HQ have definite parity and are nondegenerate then the diagonal
elements of the dipole matrix n vanish as a result of this observation. If all diagonal
elements of /x vanish then the expectation value of

given as < n >= Tr{ij,p) would

only involve the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix p. But those elements
go to zero in the unperturbed state and thus the system lacks a permanent dipole
moment.
To summarize, in those systems without a central symmetry the eigenstates do
not posses definite parity and all entries of the dipole matrix fj. may be nonzero. This
results in a permanent dipole moment and dipole transitions between all states are
possible. In our system, where the atoms are under the influence of an externally
applied electric field, central svinmetry does not hold in general, and all entries in
the dipole matrix {x are nonzero.
To our knowledge, in all previous approaches to this problem, the dipole matrix p.
was taken to have zero diagonal entries, and then integrability was established via a
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Lax pair [9]. We do not make that assumption and remarkably despite the fact that
the new system of equations we obtain is more complicated than the previous ones,
it is still integrable and a Lax pair can be constructed.

2.2

Reduction

We proceed by making a set of assumptions to simplify the system, and obtain a sys
tem which is completely integrable. When the medium is isotropic, we can assume
the system is scalar and when we restrict our attention to solutions that are prop
agating along the 2—direction the system becomes one-dimensional. The equations
read

{eo€ooE + P)tt - ^qC^E:: = 0

(2.4)

P = MTr{fxp}

(2.5)
(2.6)

We assume that the number of optically active atoms in the system is small
compared to the total number of atoms and therefore the resulting equations will be
valid at small densities. We treat jV as a small physical parameter which can be used
to represent the fields and the spatial and temporal derivatives in formal expansions.

E = Eo+ATEi-hOiM^)

(2.7)

P = 0+j\rPi-t-C?(A^)

(2.8)

(ft
d
uZ

CHq
d
uZQ

uti
.. d
UZ\

(2.9)
.r2\

(2.10)

Using these expansions in (2.4)-(2.6), we obtain at
(2.11)
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We assume that the electric field is predominantly unidirectional and take it to
be traveling to the right:
(J- + ^^)Eo=0,
CtQ
V^oo

(2.12)

which we use as a replacement rule:
QEq
dzQ

c

SEQ
dto

(2.13)

At 0{N^) we obtain

dPi~

d~

d~

where we initially look at this as an inhomogeneous equation for E^ on the shortest
time and space scales.
Now we assume that Pi also satisfies (2.11) and, more restrictively, (2.12). Since
the RHS of Eq. (2.14) then satisfies (2.11), it is in the kernel of the homogeneous
operator {€oo§^ —

Hence Eq. (2.14) is solvable in a class of bounded functions

(2.14) in Co and to only if the source term vanishes:

(JCq

ULQutl

UZQOZI

Using (2.13) we obtain
o .
9^
+ 2eo(eoo^
^
C^Q
C/toCai
an integral of which is

r—

^
r.
„ )Eq — 0,
UZQUZI

d-P
d
d
+ 2€o{e^— + c^/e^—)Eo = cnst {to),
(JlQ
C/t\
OZi

where cnst(to) is a term independent of to. Solutions to the above equation are
bounded in to only if cnst(io)=0. Summarizing and rewriting we have
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A

(^l

^

+

\/foo ^~1

=

260600 dto

(2.16)

Adding Eq. (2.15) and jV times Eq.(2.16), and using eq.s (8) through (11) (up to
0{N^) terms), we obtain the first equation of the reduced Maxwell Bloch system,

Ot

+

yJTZoz

2CoCoo

= 0.

(2.17)

The choice of time scales for the Taylor expansions is not unique. One may use
a different scaling to reduce the equations. Below we examine an alternative scaling
and show that it leads to the same equation as above. We remark that this does not
imply the universality of the resulting equations.
Start with

E = Eq+ME,^'0[N"-)

p = 0 + MP, + o(Ar-)

az

ozq

dzi

dz2

dzz

At 0{A/^) we obtain,
d^Eo
dtl

^d^Eo
dz^

at OiAn/^),
di'Eo
0 = foeoo^r-HT ~
OlQUtx

and at 0{M),

2,
^ ^rr
(o o + ^ a )^o
UZQUZI
OZiUZQ
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°~

ml

dtl

dtodto

dtodto' °

od'^Ei
2/^^ ,
,
^ ' ' N/r
—foc -5-2— coc ("S"? + ;5—5 •" —:^;—)^odz^
dzi
ozodzo
dziozo

As suggested by the relation at 0(M^)., EQ can be written as a sum of two waves
traveling in opposite directions. We assume that those two waves can be realized as
the product of two functions, one depending only on the fast scales and the other one
depending only on the slow scales.

Eo = ^o(Co)--io(Ci? C2,

'72) + <Jo(f7o)5o(Cu C2»'?ii ^72)

where.
c
7=^0

Co = ~o

V ^00

c
r)o = ZQ •{ j=tQ.
V^oo
—

Using this notation, the relation at C?(JV'^^") gives

which impli-^s that

_ BFq 9.4O OGQ dBo
~ 5Co dT]i ^ driQ aCi
= 0 and
= 0, because we insist on having bounded

solutions.
The relation at Oi/sT} reads as follows,
d^E,
I
_d
^
dGpdBo
drjodCo
4eoeoo drjo
5Co
^
^Co
drjo 8^2
Now we assume that EQ is unidirectional which translates into GQBQ = 0 and also

that

= 0 which gives the relation

Under these assumptions,

that were also made in the previous calculations, we arrive at the following relation.
^9 _

c

d

^

°

1 dP _ ^
2eo€oc
~
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which is the same as equation (2.17) .
So our equations can be compactly written as:

d

c

d

M

dTr{mup)

^ + i[H,-^E.p\=0.

(2.18)
(2.19)

Notice that in the derivation of these equations we have not made the slowly varving envelope approximation and thus we do not exclude bubble-like (non-oscillatory)
behavior of the fields.

2.3

Two-level Atom Representation

The eigenstates of HQ can be used to introduce a representation in which we denote
the upper state jl >, the lower state |2 >, and
HQ\I >= HUI\I >,
J = 1,2, with uJi > ui2. We define u :=ui — u!2 to be the atomic transition frequency.
Note that for fj, to be an observable, it must be that fj." = ^ so that P = J\fTr{^p}
is real. Therefore we have that

and the problem is completely prescribed

when we know the three (lij. We also use a representation of p similar to that of p.
and
Hq ~

X 1| + ^iJ2|2 X 2{,

where we have used that jl > and [2 > are eigenstates of HQ. S o our equations are
explicitly,

(/^12P12

fJ-l2Pi2)

(2.20)
(2.21)

^(MI2P12

f^l2Pi2)

(2.22)
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where u =• uJi —UJ2, A/x =

= Pn —P22, and the conservation of probability

—fJ.22,

SO that Pii + p-22 = I. Since pu and P22 are both probabilities, they are both nonnegative and the population difference must satisfy —1 < Ap < 1.

2.4

Effective Scaling

We make the substitution
fi = { e - X o ) d ,

M=(^)n,

E = (^)nldiole ,

^0 = (^)( = (£^)^ , i = (;j)r, 2 = (i)C = (^)C,
where e~ is the electron charge,

AQ = ^ is the de Broglie length associated with

|2 >-> 11 > transition, k is the wave number in the host medium for the |2 >-»
|1 > transition, and where the ratios in the second expression for cq remind us that
the permitivity eo is the capacitance of the vacuum per unit length. Note that the
elements of d are not only unitless but should be of the order of unity by the quantumclassical correspondence. The value of e is approximately 68.518. A value of e = 1
c o r r e s p o n d s t o a n electric field o f £" = 2 x 10® t o E = 1 0 x 10® v o l t s / m e t e r a s AQ
ranges over the optical (350 to 750 nm). Over the same range , and for Coo = 1,
the density n = 1 corresponds a number of atoms per

between 1.39 x 10^° and

1.60 x 10^^ There is an arbitrary phase in these equations which we can pin down
by writing di2 = e'^d.d > 0 and send pi2 to e'®pi2. Using these scalings we obtain
de

or
dAp

de

+

i,

,^

(2.23)

= —2[(1 - 212sin(0)e)pi2 + ncos(0)eAp] ,

(2.24)

= -2iQcos(0)e(pi2 - PI2) •

(2.25)

Here ncos(0) = nd^, Qsin(0) = n d ^ . Ad = du — ^22? and we can choose Q =
NDY/D^ -I- (^)2. H = HQ - hujnde.
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The physical significance of these rescaled parameters can be summarized by ob
serving that

is a composite parameter containing information about the number of

optically active atoms per unit volume and the magnitude of the dipole moment of an
individual atom. It measures the effectiveness of the coupling between the radiation
and the material. The parameter 6 measures the relative strengths of the permanent
and induced dipole moments (whereas Q is proportional to the total contribution of
both types of dipoles). When there is no permanent dipole moment, 6 = 0.
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Chapter 3
DERIVATION OF THE LAX PAIR

In this chapter we derive a Lax representation of the pde system (2.23))-(2.25).
We find a pair of linear differential operators defined in terms of potentials e, pi2,
and Ap and which are compatible (commute) if and only if these potentials solve the
pde system. Since the nonlinearity in (2.23) through (2.25) is quadratic, it should
suffice to restrict our search to operators which are linear in the potentials. We use
the term potentials because they play the equivalent role of the functions q and r that
appear in Ablowitz, Kaup, Newell and Segur's linear eigenvalue system (6.2) in [1],
and we adopt their terminology.
These considerations suggest the ansatz

L —

+ i{LiQ + Le^ +

-|- Ljf.p\2 + L—p'o)

.4 = —dr ~ ^(-*lo + -"leC + .4^A/3 + .4.^^12 "i"

Pl^)-

Since (2.23)-(2.25) contains no C derivatives on pi2,pt2» or Ap, one quickly finds
that .4^ = .4+ = -4_ = 0 and the ansatz reduces to

L = dq

+ L^^p + L^pi2 •(" ^—Pio)

.4 = —dr — z(-4o + Agc).
Expanding out the equation [L, .4] = 0, using 2.23 -(2.25) to eliminate r deriva
tives, and then demanding that the coefficients of l,e, pi2,pt2' ^nd Ap vanish in
dependently, we obtain .4e = —Lg and eight equations expressing commutators of
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various pairs of matrices in terms of linear combinations of the original named matri
ces. These equations constitute, then, necessary conditions for L and A to commute
on generic solutions of (2.23) through (2.25). They state properties of the remaining
six unspecified matrices {.4o, LQ, LG, L_, LA, L+}. These equations are

[Lo, -4o] = 0 ,

(3.1)

[Lg, LQ + .4o] = 0 ,

(3.2)

[Ao,L.] = - L . + -Le

(3.3)

[.4o,I'A1 = 0 r

(3.4)

[.4o,I<4.] = L+ — -Lg ,

(3.5)

[ L g , I_]

= -2n(sin(0)L_

- cos{9)L^) ,

(3.6)

[Lg,L^] = -Qcos(0)(L+ - L_) ,

(3.7)

[Lg.Ljf.] = 2Q{s'm{0)L+ — cos{6)L^) .

(3.8)

To find sufficient conditions that the compatibility of L and .4 imply (2.23)-(2.25),
we again expand out [L, .4] = 0 without replacing r derivatives. Rather, we use (3.1)
through (3.8) to eliminate commutators and then collect like matrices as follows

0 = Lg{dre +

- ^(pi2 - PI2)}

(3-9)

+ L+{drpn + ^[(1 — 2nsin0e)pi2 + Qcos^eAp]}

+ L-{dTp'i2 ~ ^[(1 ~ 2fisin0e)pi2 +
+

cos0eAp]}

Ap + 2iQ cos 0e(pi2 - pt2)}!

This shows that of the six unspecified matrices remaining, Lg,L+, L_ and

must

be independent to imply (2.23) through (2.25). Equations (3.1) through (3.8) describe
what might be viewed as an (underdetermined) Lie algebra. We say underdetermined
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since not every possible bracket of pairs has been specified. If in a Lie algebra every
possible bracket of pairs is specified explicitly, then matrices can be found that satisfy
these several pairings by directly constructing what is called the adjoint representation
of the algebra. The Jacobi identity must be satisfied for all triples and puts constraints
on the possible ways in which the unspecified pairings can be expressed. We will use
this property (as well as the skew-symmetry of the bracket) to great advantage for our
particular problem. Unfortunately, even though the Jacobi identity can be decisive
in completing a product table of brackets, there is nevertheless no known algorithm
for completing a generic, partially completed table. In the following we will call this
open problem the completion problem. Since this problem is still open, we must make
another ansatz within the one we have already made (the form of the Lax pair) in
order to proceed.
Since, in the posing of our problem, there are six matrices,
.-lo, LQ, LE. L+, L-.
if a self-consistent completion of (3.1) through (3.8) exists which requires no inflation
via recourse to new matrices, we can calculate that 15 (6 choose 2) pairings should
be specified to fill in the multiplication table. Since equations (3.1) through (3.8)
are only 8, we need to determine 7 more pairings not explicitly recorded in these
equations. On the other hand, we have seen that only the last four of these six
matrices actually need to be independent in order for the compatibility of L and
.4 to imply the pde system. It does not follow, however, that there exists a Lie
algebra £ = span{LE, L+, L-, L^) which is a self-consistent completion of the Lie
multiplication table. In the general completion problem, and as alluded to previously,
it is necessar\- to allow everj"- operator originally named in the table, as well as some
of those produced via commutation, to be linearly independent in order to fill in the
rest of a table in a way consistent with the axioms of a Lie algebra. In particular, the
Jacobi identities turn out to be very restrictive in the general case. Thus requiring
that £ be the span of these last four matrices constitutes a second ansatz whose
validity can only be demonstrated a postiori.
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Beyond this, we axe led to make an even more restrictive ansatz. We will aot
refer to this ansatz as a third one since it will imply the less restrictive second ansatz
just mentioned. We are led to make this more restrictive ansatz because in order
to generate a Lax pair it is not enough to generate a pair of linear operators which
are compatible if and only if the pde system is satisfied. In addition to this, one
wants to find a one-parameter family of such operators so that the degree of freedom
represented by this parameter can be used to construct special solutions, Backlund
transformations, commuting flows and the like that are usually associated with an
integrable pde.
We have, then, not only to solve the usual completion problem, but to solve the
problem of finding a one-parameter family of such completed tables. The structure of
the equations (3.1) through (3.8) is such that the necessary degree of freedom can be
produced as follows: We assume that C = span{L+, L-, L^). At first glance this as
sumption may seem to destroy the required independence of the set (Lg, L+, L_, L^}
since, in particular, it requires that Le 6 span{L+,L-,L^). But the notion of in
dependence is not required to be that of linear independence in a finite dimensional
vector space. Rather, we will find shortly that this second, more restrictive ansatz
allows for the set {Le, L^, L_, L^} to be independent as £-valued, rational functions
of a single complex variable. This complex variable will eventually be identified with
the necessary spectral parameter A. Thus, the new vector space in which the bonafide Lax pair exists is the old one adjoined with lambda as another label; i.e., the new
space will be a tensor product of the vector space of matrices and the vector space
of rational functions of a single complex variable. However, this observation does not
change the way we proceed to solve equations (3.1)-(3.8) other than to suggest that
we take as a basis for C the smaller, three-dimensional set span{L+, L_, L^).
In order to find how Le, say, depends on {L+,
necess£iry to specify how the adjoint map, adi^ : C

the proposed basis, it is
C, acts on this basis. This

operator is linear and is defined as follows:
odL.{^) ••=

(3.10)
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Fortunately, the structure of our underdetermined algebra is such that the equa
tions (3.6) through (3.8), specify this mapping explicitly. In these three equations we
find that every basis element is mapped to an element which is manifestly in the span
of {!-+, L_, LA}- We can write the three equations as

(3.11)

adi^v = VMl,,

where v is the row vector ( L _ , L^, L+) and

n

is the matrix

—2 sin(0)

cos(0)

0

2cos(0)

0

—2cos(0)

0

— cos(0)

2 sin(0)

(3.12)

Two necessary conditions for Lg to be an element of span{L+, L_,

follow from

the anti-symmetry of the bracket:
(1) 0 G a{adx), the spectrum of adx, is a necessary requirement for x e £, and
(2) if, in addition, we know that the spectrum of an ad map adx, x E C, is simple,
the equation adx{y) = 0 has only the solutions y €. span{x}.
A quick calculation shows that the eigenvalues of

are {—2fi,0,+20}. Thus

Le satisfies both conditions. Eigenvectors corresponding to these eigenvalues are
associated, respectively, with the spans of the following elements of C:

(l+sin(g)) jr

1.
:=

COS0

^ (I-sin(9))

^L_+sin0lA + ^ L + ,
(l-sin(g))
I—sin(fl)) r 1 cosO r
(l+sin(0)) r
4
T
4

(3.13)
(3.14)
•

(3.15)

These elements are clearly linearly independent since they correspond to distinct
eigenvalues. So instead of using the set {L-,

L+} as a basis for C, we can use the

set {l-,[^,l+} in which basis equations (3.6) through (3.8) become very simple:
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If the set

[Le,/_] = -2Q/_ ,

(3.16)

[Le, / a ] = 0 ,

(3.17)

[Le,/+] = +20/+.

(3.18)

spans £, i.e., if we can complete a multiplication table

with only these elements, equations (3.16)-(3.18) then determine the spectrum of
adi^. Since this spectrum is evidently simple, the second equation requires that
'A ^ span{Le), or equivalently that Le € span{l^), i.e. that we must be able to write

Le as
Le

for some complex constant

(3.19)

—

Q.

With these solutions to (3.17), these three equations become two equations to
gether with an identity. The identity is associated with the zero in the spectrum of
adi^. The two equations and identity are

(3.20)
[/a,

=0t

(3.21)

[U,M = —/+.
Q

(3.22)

Note that these equations specify that

is the spectrum of adi^ which

evidently consists of simple eigenvalues.
If we think of a as fixed, and if we continue to assume that C is spanned by
{l-j 1^:^,1+}, then the first and last of these three equations almost completely deter
mine a Lie algebra. All that is missing is to determine the bracket [l+,l-]. This is
easily done by using the single Jacobi identity that a three dimensional algebra must
satisfy:

(3.23)
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A single application of equations (3.20) and (3.22) to (3.23) (together with anti
symmetry) gives
[ii, [/+, ;-ii +

—(+1 + [i+. —/-I = 0.
a
a

(3.24)

The last two terms cancel which finally gives
[Za,[/+,M]=0.

(3.25)

As mentioned earlier, the spectrum of adi^ is simple so (3.25) implies that [/+, /_] 6
span{/^}, i.e. that we must have
[U.L] = 3l^,

(3.26)

for some complex constant p.
The equations we have derived so far define a complete 3-dimensional Lie algebra:

+'?n
a

(3.27)
(3.28)

[IsJ-] = — I - ,
a
[U,L] = 3l^.

(3.29)

We can rescale these elements to eliminate any reference to the parameters
0 in the equations defining the algebra. If we exchange the parameter
parameter b via the substitution 0 =

Q and

for the

and exchange the elements {1^,1^,1-} for

{<T-,c7+,cr_} defined by
= -cT, .
a
1+ = ba+ ,
L=

,

(3.30)
(3.31)
(3.32)
(3.33)
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then our algebra (3.27)-(3.29) can be expressed much more simply as
[o-;, a+] = +2a+ ,

(3.34)

= -2a- ,

(3.35)

[cr+,<T_] = a, .

(3.36)

These are the standard relations defining the 3-dimensional Lie algebra sl{2,C).
We have yet to try to satisfy the other five equations (3.1) through (3.5). From
equation (3.4), we see that if the set

LA, L+} can be used as a basis for C, then

0 6 a{ad_\^) and that at least one of the associated eigenspaces is spanlL^^). Using
that
,
rcos(0) _
.
_
cos(0) _
Lg — QI/A — ^
— L _ + s i n ( 0 ) L A •!
—L+
in equations (3.3) through (3.5) we find that
cr(arf4o) = { - \ / l
and is therefore simple as long as

Q ^ 2sec(0). In this case then, we find that the

only eigenspace associated with adeigenvalue zero is span{Ls)- Thus we have for
some complex constant 7 that

(3.37)

-4o — 7LA-

Finding the inverse transformations of equations (3.13) through (3.15), and using
the transformations (3.30) through (3.32), we find that the set {L_,LA,L+} can be
expressed in terms of the set {cr-,az,<T+} and the parameters

Q

and 6 as follows:

(3.38)
Qsin(0)
(T:
a
L+ =

6(1 - sin(0))cr_ + ^cos(g)^^ ^

+

bcos{9)a+ ,

(3.39)

^ sin(0))cr+ .

(3.40)
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Expressing all the matrices in equations (3.3) and (3.5) in terms of the set {(j_, cr,, (7+},
using (3.34)-(3.36) to eliminate commutators, and finally requiring that these matri
ces be linearly independent, we get consistency if 7 and b depend on q as follows:

a

7 =

(3.41)

Q {2C0S(^) — Qr\ 1/2
a. \ 2cos(0) J

b =

(3.42)

Unfortunately, this will not give us a rational parametrization in a. Inspection of
(3.42) reveals that if we let a be a certain rational function of a new parameter A,
6(A) also becomes rational. So we let
a = Q(A) =2cos(0)(l-A-) ,

(3.43)

and find that

7=

,

(3.44)

2cos(0)(l-A2) •

^

Finally, equation (3.1) requires that LQ G span(.4o) since the spectrum of
is simple. The next equation then shows that if L Q ^ —-4o, then .4o € span{Le).
However, previous calculations have shown that -4o and Lg are linearly independent.
So we conclude that LQ = —-4o.
A representation of sl{2,C) with relations (3.34)-(3.36), is given by

..= 1 »
-1 0 )

and
0)

\^0

This is not the standard Pauli matrix representation; but it is convenient for repre
senting our equations. We make a similarity transformation of L and .4 by conjugating
them with a linear transformation that makes the following assignments on the basis
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(7_ !->•

~ cr+ +<'•-)

(3.46)

cr. •->

— (tT4.+cr_)

(3.47)

^(a, + cr+ - cr_)

(3.48)

cr+

Conjugation by this (or any other invertible) transformation preserves the bracket.
Our Lax pair can then be expressed as

L — d(^ +

+ cLig +

+ pinLj. + p^2^—)

-4. = —dr 4" ii^L/Q + eLg),

(3.49)
(3.50)

with

LQ — — i[Acos(0)cr. —sin(0)(cr+ +<t_)] ,
L g = —^{(T+

+ a_) ,

1)^^^' ~
I-s- =

+^-)] '

1)^"^ tan(0)(7; + (1 + Asec(0))cr4. + (1 - Asec(0))cr_] ,

L- = xTTj-—^[Atan(0)crj + (1 — Asec(0))cr+ + (1 + Asec(0))cr_| .
2(A — 1)

(3.51)
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Chapter 4
BACKLUND TRANSFORMATIONS
4.1

Background on Backlund Transformations

Around the late nineteenth century Darboux in two of his seminal papers on transfor
mation theory [11], [12). investigates the relation between two Sturm-Liouville type
equations

f/ir = [A -r u{x)] IJ
Zxx

= [A + u(x)] Z .

(4.1)

("i-S)

The functions u(x) and z;(x) are called the potentials for the two Sturm-Liouville
equations. Darboux searched for solutions to equations (4.1) and (4.2) that were
related via a special formula. Namely, z is given as a linear combination of y and
its derivative y'. What he concluded was the remarkable result that we summarize
below. If y is the general solution of equation (4.1) and y is any particular solution
corresponding to A = A then
2=

y

(4.3)

is the general solution to equation
= [A + u(x) - 2(ln(y))xi| z .

(4.4)

Therefore if we start with a potential u(x) and a solution y to equation (4.1) then
we obtain a new potential u{x) — 2(ln(y))xx and the corresponding new solution
z = yx — y% to equation (4.1). The same procedure can be applied repeatedly to

yield infinitely many potentials and their associated eigenfunctions.
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Diagrammatically we have the following transformations of the eigenfunctions and
the corresponding potentials for the Sturm-Liouville equation (4.1):

Vx

y -> yi - y—
y

tz-> u - 2(ln(y))xi .
Transformations of the above form have many names in the relevant literature. Some
of the names are Darboux, Backlund, and dressing transformations. For the SineGordon equation such a transformation was found by Backlund [Gj. The fact that
other soliton equations admit transformations of this sort was realized more recently
by VVahlquist and Estabrook [42], when they obtained such a transformation for
the Korteweg de-Vries equation. This transformation theory leads to "superposition"
formulas that allow us to construct multisoliton solutions starting from single solitons,
by purely algebraic means.
Below we give an example of Darboux's technique. We start with the zero potential
u(x) = 0. Then the general solution of equation (4.1) takes the form:
y = Ae^'= + Be-^ ,

(4.5)

where A, B are constants. We obtain a particular solution by setting A = 1 and
A = B = \ . Then y — cosh(x), and the new potential, call it u, is given by

u:=u — 2(ln(y))xx = —2 sech^(x) .

(4.6)

The new solution r corresponding to the new potential u is
2 = Ae'^^{y/X — tanh(a:)) — Be~^^{\f\ + tanh(x)).

(4.7)

We summarize the transformation below

y = A e ^ -h Be~^^ —^z = Ae^{>/\ — tanh(x)) — Be~^^{y/X + tanh(x))

u=0

ii = —2 sech^(x) .
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Notice that we can repeat the procedure with 2 now playing the role of y and u
playing the role of u to obtain yet another solution and the corresponding potential.
If we rename y — y\,z — y-i and u = u\,,u = U) then yo = (yi)^. —
uo = ui — 2(ln(yi))xi. Generalizing the above formulas produces

=

(4.8)
Un-l

UFI —

2(ln(^;i_ [ ))xx •

(^-9)

u„ is usually called the n—soliton solution.
Darboux's method can be generalized to the case when the potentials depend
upon a parameter (maybe time) while the eigenvalue A is required to be independent
of this parameter [41].
The procedure is also generalized when one considers the following linear system

I

Ux = j
y-q
where u = (

Q .

I t; := Pv

(-I-IO)

zA

M . .\s before we seek for solutions w of (4.10) of the form
Vo

J
w = Av + Vx •

(^-11)

w = Av + Pv = (>l + P)v := Mv .

(4.12)

Then

Since w is a solution of the linear system (4.10) with a different potential r then

It; = I

^ j tt; := Rw

(4-13)

and hence
iVx

=

RAiv

(4.14)
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On the other hand

Wj. = (A1u)x = MxV + Mvx = MxV + M.Pv = {M.x + M.P)v .

(4-15)

We equate (4.14) and (4.15) to obtain
M x= R M - M P .

(4.16)

Then one can solve (4.16) to obtain M., and consequently A, that will in turn yield
solution w.
Darboux's ideas have been studied and expanded considerably throughout the
twentieth century. One form of a generalization of the original Backlund transfor
mation is the method of factorization which we briefly discuss. We start with a
Sturm-Liouville type equation
(4.17)

Uxx = [A - g(x)] y

which we rewrite using the linear differential operator
Q=

+ q(x) .

(4.18)

where D — ^ as
Qy= Xy.

(4.19)

Q — X = {D — a{x)){D 4- a(x)).

(4.20)

Then we formally factor Q — X

and define T — D + a{x). We then seek for Q =
T { Q - A) = (Q - X ) T

Using the factorization of Q — A we deduce that

+ q{x) such that

(4.21)
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Q - X = { D+a{x)){D-a{x)) .

(4.22)

How is the factorization of Q — A helping us?
Suppose we start with an eigenfunction y of Q. Then

TQy = QTy
T{Xy) = QTy
XTy = Q{Ty) .

Thus Ty is an eigenfunction of Q. The new potential can be determined using the
factored form of Q — A and Q — A as given in (4.20) and (4.22). Equations (4.20) and
(4.22) yield

+ Gx — a~

(4.23)

D' + q{x) — X = D' — ttx — a'

(4.24)

D~ + q{x) — X =

and if we take the difference we obtain
q = q — 2ax ,

(4.25)

which is the new potential associated with the eigenfunction Ty. Then one finds a
and consequently Ox that is used in equation (4.25) in order to determine the new
potential.
Proposition 1 TQ = QT acting on eigenfunctions y of Q
an eigenfunction y of Q.

Proof

Let y be an eigenfunction of Q with eigenvalue A then

= —(ln(y))i for
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(Q - A)y = 0
{D — a(x))(D -h a(x))y = 0

(D^ + Qj. - a-)y = 0
!/xx + flriy - a^!/ = 0 .

The last equation above is Ricatti in a(x) and a = — ^ is a solution.
Conversely if a = — ^ then ay + yx = 0 which implies that (D -I- a)y = 0 and
furthermore that y € ker(T). Thus on one hand
TQy = r(Ay) = ATy = 0

and on the other
QTy = Q(0) = 0 .o
Notice that Darboux's method and the factorization procedure give rise to the same
transformation. In the derivation of the Backlund transformation for the rMB equa
tions we make use of the factorization method.

4.2

Backlund transformation for the reduced Maxwell-Bloch
equations

In chapter 3, a Lax pair representation was obtained for the rMB system. Specifically,
two differential operators, L and A, were found, that depend on the potentials e, Ap,
Repi2, Impi2, and such that [L, .4] = 0 if and only if the potentials solve the rMB
system (2.23)-(2.25).
Next we try to use the form of the Lax pair to find a Backlund transformation
that will produce the soliton solutions. In this section we describe these Backlund
transformations and, in particular, use them to construct iV-soliton solutions of the
rMB equations.
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To facilitate the representation of the Lax pair we introduce the matrices
fi o \
f 0 l\
n = \
. •^=
and
yo - i j
\^-l OJ

^
(o i
^=
yi 0^

which form a basis of the Lie algebra su(2), consisting of 2 x 2 anti-hermitian, traceless
matrices.
The differential operators A and L can then be given as

.4 — —dr

A(/io?i + fo^) + ^0^

('^•26)

L = d^ + XihoH + /oJF) + eoS +

' (•^-7)

where

HQ = icos(0) .

hi = —^(Ap — 2 tan(0)Repi2) •

("l—S)

/o = 0 ,

/i = nsec(0)Impi2 ,

(•^•29)

Co = — ^sin(0) +Qe ,

ei = ^n(tan(0)Ap + 2Repi2) .

(4.30)

Note that when 0 = 0, i.e.. the dipole is "off", coefficients (4.28)-(4.30) simplify to
ho = 1/2

hi = jAp

/o = 0

/i =

Co = Qe

ei = —Q Repi2

Impi2

which is the usual rMB Lax pair [18].
We call the nondifferential part of the L operator a loop element for reasons that
will become clear in section 6.2. We generalize the form of the nondifferential part of
the L operator by considering expressions of the form

E

TTTASJ
j=0 ^
'

•

(4.31)
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Notice that if we set hj,fj,ej = 0 , for j > 2 then we go back to the truncated
form of the loop element given in (4.27). In this section we will work with the more
general loop element (4.31), but at any time we can go back to the truncated form
by setting the appropriate coefficients to zero.
We define the generalized operator
+Q'"

(4.32)

The commutation of the operators .4 and Lk implies that they have a simultaneous
fundamental solution

i.e., ^ = ^(r, C) simultaneously solves .4^ = Lk'^ = 0.

We aim to find a transformation G that will act on
function "if, and produce a new loop element

and the associated eigen-

QLcL and a new eigenfunction

The transformations G can depend on Cfc. T and A as well as the loop element
at which they act. Let us denote the transformation by G{T,Q: X). Then this action
is given by
Lk

= G-^LkG.

It is too restrictive to ask that G be globally invertible: we only require that it be
invertible for generic values of the parameters and re-express the above as
GLk = Ll^G

(4.33)

A dressing transformation differs from a general gauge transformation in that we
require that it should preserve the phase space; in other words,

should again be

a loop of the form presented in (4.31). To say that G preserves the form of

is

equivalent to demanding
(i) the singularity structure of the loop with respect to A is preserved : no new poles
are introduced,
(ii) the real structure of the loop is preserved : the coefficients hk, fk,

should all

be real, and the symmetry is preserved : under the involution induced by A —>• —A,
(/ifc?/ifc? Cfc) —^ ( — — / / f c t C f c ) .
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We will reserve the term Backlund transformation for a dressing transformation
t h a t is linear in A: i.e., it is of t h e form G = X — M ,

with Im(:/) 7^ 0 and iV an invertible matrix. Thus we may set

(4.34)
and try to determine N as a. function of r, C*: and Q so that (i) and (ii) are satisfied.
Note first that G(A) has a nontrivial kernel only if A = i/ or P. The kernel of G(A = u)
is one-dimensional and, as is clear from definition (4.34), it is spanned by Nei where
ei is the standard basis vector (1,0)^. By the commutation relation (4.33) it then
follows that Lk{i^)Nei is in the kernel of G{u) and so there is a constant 7i such that

Lk{u)Nei - -fiNei.

Similarly, one shows that there is a constant 72 such that
L k { f ) N e 2 = 72iVe2.

From this follows that the first and second columns of

respectively solve LkW)<i) = 0 and Lk{u)<t> = 0. Since

0

commutes with
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\ - u

0

0

X —u

we deduce that one must be able to choose N Ln the definition of G so that Lk{u)Nei =
0 and Lk{i^)Neo = 0.
Let

i!}-) be, respectively, the first two columns of the simultaneous fundamen

tal solution 'I'(A) of Lk{\) associated to a particular loop Q. From these we construct
a particular solution associated to a complex vector c = (c^.,c_) as follows:
Set
0 = ^(A)c =

+ c-il)-.

We then define N associated to c and a particular eigenvalue \ = u by

N =

=

(4.35)

0i{u)

where (•) denotes complex conjugation. One may check directly that if Lfc(i/)0(t/) = 0
then

= 0 and so the necessary condition deduced earlier is satisfied

by this choice of iV. This N is almost unitarv"
N~^

= —

detiV

which will help to insure that the real structure of the loop is preserved.
VVe can now define the new fundamental solution by
^n™(r,CA) =G(A,i/,c)^(r.C,A).

(4.36)

The candidate for a new loop element is then determined from this by
•

(4.37)
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4.3

Preserving the Structure of the New Potential

We want to know precisely under what conditions
if the original

QLCL will be of the form (4.31)

is ; i.e., we want to find necessary and sufficient conditions for a

Backlund transformation to preserve the singularity and reality conditions defined in
section 4.2.
Our first result demonstrates that a general Backlund transformation preserves
the singularity structure of a given loop.
Theorem 2
H-ss)
= [:V-'(3l"(i')iVe,.jV-'Q"l(i/)!Ve2] + ((A - R e W ) ) - I m ( u )n) •
.Ve.-V-'
where {ci.eo} are the standard basis vectors in

.Ve; ,
and [i7, u] symbolizes the matrix

with first column v and second column u.

Remark 3 Notice that : (i) multiplication by N and
poles, and (ii) the expression

does not introduce any

poles only where Q(A) has poles (be

cause X = u is a root of both the numerator and the denominator). Therefore if
Q^''^{X) has poles only at A = ±1, then the above formula shows that Qn^(A) only
has poles ai A = ±1.

Proof

Recall from equations (4.36) and (4.37) that
^neu;(T,G'^) = G(A, I/, c)^(r, C, A),
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Substituting the first equation into the second we deduce that
G-^G +

Then, using the third equation to eliminate

we deduce the fundamental formula

QiS.(A)=G(A)G-'(A)+G(A)Ql'>(A)G-'(A).
The expression for G may be rewritten as
G(A) = NiiX - Re{u)) - Imiu)U)N-K
Using this we calculate the derivative of G:
G(A) = N { { X - Re(i/)) - lm{u )n) N - ^ - iV((A - Re(t/)) - lm{u)n)N-K^N-\
as well as the inverse
(A-Re(i/))2 + Im(i/)-"
Substituting these expressions into the previous formula for QneL vields

- SfN-')N

(4.39)

= ((A - ReW)) - /m(./)«){.V-'Q'"(A) - ^v.V)"-^ "
.
(A - Re{u))^ + Im{u)
We observe that
:V = [NeuNe2] = [^(t/)C. -T{'^{u)C\

which leads to an expression of N,
N = [Q^''\u)Ne^.,Q'^''\u)Ne2\.

One can check that N~^ =

iV ^iV =

det(iV) \<ni,n2> <n2,n2>
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where t Ti and rv^ are the first and second columns of N respectively, and <

• > is

the usual inner product in 7t^. Using the expressions above for N and N we obtain
,V-^V =
Substituting this into equation (4.39) proves the theorem, o
Notice that if

has poles only at A = ±1, then the theorem shows that

Qn'^(A) only has poles at A = ±1. Therefore the singularity structure of the loop
is preserved as desired. To ensure the reality of the new coefficients, as we will see
shortly, the domain of the spectral parameter(s) has to be restricted. We remark
that everj' time the transformation is applied a new spectral parameter is created.
For instance the two-solitons will depend on two spectral parameters.

4.4

The Backlund Transformation as a Soliton Generator

Theorem 2 provides a formula that can be applied iteratively to produce new loop
elements. In this section we apply theorem 2 to the truncated loop element

Q(A) = XihoH + fo^) + eoS + ^Yn~\j2

/i-^)

'

(•^••^O)

to produce a new loop element that will provide the solitons solutions of the rMB
equations. Notice that to apply Theorem 2 we need an initial loop element, and the
corresponding matrix N which can be constructed using (4.35). We assume that the
spectral parameter at the n — th Backlund transformation is pure imaginary, and
in particular we let u = irrin € zK. We consider a loop element Qn-i, assumed to
be found after n — 1 iterations of the Backlund transformation (the subindex for Q
denotes the level of the Backlund transform). Let
Q„_,(A) = A(Ar'w+{A(Ar'«+,
(4.41)
be the loop element found after the (n — 1)—Backlund transformation, where {hQ~^ =
are the corresponding potentials. The reader
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should interpret the upper index for the potentials and the lower index for Q as the
level of the Backlund transformation. Notice that

= ho,/^ = 0, for j E N,

because HQ and /o are constants to begin with, and thus the Backlund transformation
has absolutely no effect on them. The goal is to use this loop element in the formula
given in theorem 2, with the goal to express the new potentials {/ig, /q , ej, h^, /", e"}
in terms of the old ones,{/ IQ ^Ve first simplify the
first term of the right-hand side of equation (4.38).

^ (i^)

^

^ (ifi)

m
2—
(1+ ">;)•

Then we simplify the second term of equation (4.38).

I QCn-ljC'M

[* "

Q(n-l)(^^n)

"^(1 - A2) (1 + m2)'^'»
-{

Q(n-l)(A)

Q(„_i)(

iTTln)

A-I/

.^neo

(1 - A2) (1 + mlf''

—
N~^:fn„ h
——
(1-A2)(l + m2)- "
( 1 - A2) { \ + m i y '

'V~^£'V y.
'"

To obtain the expression on the right hand side of (4.38), we multiply the above
expression by (A — m.n'H) and then we add it to the first term of the RHS which we
have already simplified. Thus
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iV-'Q„(A),V„

- (fTAi)^ {A [Ar'(^V-'KiV„) +

+ ef-H-V-'f;V„)} -H

+ (1_\^)(1^;^,) {A;-'[iV-'WiV„,HI + Aer'[iV-'f.V„,H]}
(i-v)(i4-U)

t"""'

^ nN-^nN„)n)

+ H(iV-':F.V„)H)] + er' 0V-'5JV„ + n{N-'SN„)-H)} .

+/r'

We subtract .V~^Q(„_i)(A)iV„ from both the left and the right hand side and then
multiply both sides by iV„ on the left and

on the right to obtain

Q„(A)-g „ - I (A)

+(73^)

(4.42)

{'•fiw- ^v„-K.v-'l +

- (1 - y-) { l 7 U )

.v„H.v-'i}

^ ('V„'H.V-')H(.V„-H.V-'))

+/r' (:p + (.v„HiV-'):F(.v„HiV-'))}
-(1-A^)(lf<)<"'

^ O V „ H . V - . ) f ( W ) }.

This is a formal expression that gives the n—soliton solutions as a function of the
matrix iV„. For this formula to produce analytical expressions for the new potentials,
we have to fix QQ by choosing values for the potentials (eQ,/i°,/°, 6°}, and find the
corresponding Ni matrix. Then (4.42) gives the new potentials {eg,/i},/iS e|}, which
are nothing but the one-solitons. Of course once we have the one-solitons we can use
them in (4.42) to produce the two-solitons and so on.
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Chapter 5
EXPLICIT SOLUTIONS OF THE REDUCED
MAXWELL-BLOCH SYSTEM

5.1

Analytical Expressions for the One and Two-Solitons

In this section, we apply the Backlund transformation to a constant solution of the
system to obtain the one-solitons, and consequently to the one-solitons to obtain the
two-solitons. One could continue in a similar fashion to get the n-solitons, but for
practical purposes we only go up to the second iteration. As we will see shortly, the
complexity of the transformation increases "exponentially" as we iterate.
We begin by applying the Backlund transformation to the constant coefficient loop
with, Co = ei = /i = 0, ha =

and hi = —^sec-{9) where —1 < Ap < 1, is a

constant. To obtain these values we have set eo = 0 which gave us the scaled electric
field e = ;^sin(0), and then used this value of the electric field in the rMB equations
(2.23)- (2.25) to find Repi2 = —5 tan(0)Ap, Impi2 = 0 and Ap is any real constant
between ±1. The potentials that appear with no upper index, are the potentials at
the 0 — th level of the Backlund transformation (they correspond to Cg =0). We then
look for Ni- We solve

= 0 and .4^' = 0 separately, and the product of the two

solutions is the simultaneous eigenfunction. We find

•a^+mhoT

where Q = mho +

spectral parameter given hy X = u — i m is purely

imaginary. Take a constant vector (01,202) with ci and C2 real, to find
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(pi = Cie'"'e

,

^ = icoe'"'^

.

At this point we have all the ingredients that go in the recursion relation (4.42). The
right hand side of (4.42) take the form
2iuhQ sech(x(r,C))^ +^"3^ (fi^)

1

/ 2iu \
L _

I

sech(x(r, C))^

(sech^(a:(r,0))'W + sech(x(r,C))tanh(x(r,C)):?^) •

The left hand side is

Qi(A) - Qo(A) = ef,£ +
(I - y)

e'£

m - h D n+ JlJ'}.

Equate the last two expressions to obtain:

gi soL _ 22V/i°sech(x(r, C)) ,
'7 f/
= ^j-3^/»?sech(x(r,0) ,

Otj^
^ (11^iset:h(x(r, C)) tanh(x(r, C))Then one can solve for

Repfj

Impjo''"', using (4.28)-(4.30) to

obtain a complete set of solutions of the rMB system
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gl-^oi ^
=

fleplj"'

=

/mpl-J'"' =

^'"'"'•s6ch(x(r,C)) + ™'*'
a
2n
^ ~ ( '2^1) sech2(x(r,C)) - (
.) tan(0)sech(x(r,C)) Ap ,
\m-'-h 1 /
\m-+ 1 /
|^tan(0)

+ (rr^) sech2(x(r,C)))

+ ( •>"!
cos(0)sech(x(r,C))
\m- 4-1/
m"
sec(0)sech(x(r, 0) tanh(x(r, C))^p ,
m- + 1

where, x(r, C) = 2m/ior — 2QC + Iog(c2/ci) and a = m/io — (^j^) /ii- These are the
one-soliton solutions.
Now we specialize (4.42) to the case n = 2. We use the potentials found after
the first Backlund transformation to find the potentials after the second Backlund
transformation (two-solitons).
N2 =

- (p2^ ,

(5.1)

^ {("22cosh (xi) — mi sinh (xi)) fcie*^ — mi/coe""^} ,

(5.2)

where

01 =
and
02 =

^ {- (m2COsh (xi) + mi sinh (xi)) Ar2e~"- + rriikie'-} .

(5.3)

Substituting (5.1) into (4.42) gives rise to the family of the two-soliton solutions:
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If one uses the expressions for 0i and 02 as given in (5.2)-(5.3), then the 2-soliton
electric field for example, takes the form:

(
4^1
\ m 1 + "^22// 1 —

= 2/.S-

where, xi = —2mi/io7- +

2qiC

misech(xi) — m2sech(x2)
(5.4)
(tanh (xi) tanh (X2) + sech(xi)sech(x2))

— log (C2/C1) and

xo = —2m2/io'''+ 2a2C — log (Aro/^O-

It is not hard to see that if mo = — rnf and O2 = —61, then qo = —^ and X2 = —xYIt follows that sech(x2) = sech(xi) and tanhx2 = —tanhxi. Also m\ — Tn\ is pure
imaginary, mf + Tn\ is real and m 1/712 is real. From these observations it follows that
the two-soliton electric field

is real. One can work in a similar fashion to find the

rest of the potentials explicitly, but the expressions involved are lengthy and thus we
restrict our attention to the graphical representation, which we believe provides more
insight.

5.2

Graphs of the One-Soliton Solutions

In figures 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 we display the graphs of the scaled one-soliton components;
the electric field e, the atomic inversion Ap = pu — P22, and the real and imaginary
parts of the microscopic polarization, Repu, /mpi2- These solutions also depend on
the parameters fi,

Arf and u = im, the purely imaginary spectral eigenvalue.

There are two relations among these parameters: f2cos(0) =

and f2sin(0) =

(we have taken n = 1). In figures 5.1-5.3, we fix d = 0.1 and m = 2. We also
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give initial values to the potentials, taking into account that they have to lie in the
physical boundaries described in section 2.4. Ap = 0.5, Imp\2 = 0, e = 25sin(20)
and Repi2 = —O.25tan(0). Recall that the value of Ap is constrained to lie between
-1 and 1.
It is of particular interest to see the effect of the permanent dipole on the onesolitons. Thus we hold the other parameters constant and vary 6 .
The figures show three different values of 6: 0, 0.3 and 0.5. Setting 0 = 0 (or
equivalently AcZ = 0) corresponds to having no dipole in the system; for the other two
values the dipole is turned on. The corresponding values of Ad are 0, .2 tan(0.3) Rs .06
and .2tan(0.5) ss .11, respectively. Notice that as 9 increases the real part of the
polarization field. Rep{2, which, for 0 = 0 looks like a pulse, flattens and at some
point doubles. Thus there are noticeable physical effects of the dipole on the solutions
even when Ad deviates by a small amount from zero.
In figure 5.1. 9 = 0, and we observe that

which corresponds to the electric

field, is a pulse propagating in time and space with peak amplitude around 200. In
5.2, 9 = 0.3, and the amplitude of

is around 195. We also notice that Rep\2

develops a second pulse in the middle, something that was not seen in the graphs
with 0 = 0. In figure 5.3, 9 = 0.5, and the amplitude of

drops to 175. In addition

to that if we compare Repi2 with its previous graph we see that the doubling of the
pulse in the middle is now a dominant feature of the profile.

5.3

Graphs of the Two-Soliton Solutions

We use the formulas derived in section 5.1 to graphically study the effect of the differ
ent parameters on the two-solitons. Notice that we have two free spectral parameters,
and as shown in section 5.1, by choosing them symmetric about the imaginary axis,
we preserve the properties of the Backlund transform and in particular produce phys
ically relevant solutions.
Below, we display snapshots of the solitons, with time freezed at r = 0. The fixed
parameters for all graphs are n = 1, rf = 0.1, Ap^ac = -5, and impu^^c — 0- The other
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parameters, namely the dipole strength, 9, the two spectral parameters, mi and m2,
and the horizontal shiftings, Ox and 62, are varied in order to study their effect on the
solutions.
In figure 5.4 we explore the behavior of the fields when the two spectral parameters
are purely imaginary and the dipole strength, represented by 0, is gradually increased.
We simultaneously plot the fields for 0 = 0 (dash-dot), 0 = 0.5 (dashed), and 9 = 1
(solid). Recall that Ap = pn — P 2 2 and therefore if Ap > 0 we have that pu > p22This can be interpreted as having more atoms at level 1, the higher energy level,
which leads to what is commonly referred to as population inversion. Notice that the
pulse describing Ap, inverts for values of 9 sufficiently close to 1.
In figure 5.5 we study the effect of the horizontal shiftings, 9\ and 02- Notice that
they have to be chosen symmetric about the imaginary axis to ensure reality of the
solitons. VVe fix the two spectral parameters, mi = —1 — 1.5z. mo = 1 — 1.5i, and the
dipole strength. 0 = 0. The behavior of the fields becomes more oscillator\' as the
imaginary part of 9\ and 02 becomes smaller in absolute value.
In figures 5.6-5.7 we display the effect of the dipole strength on the solitons, when
the two spectral parameters are complex, symmetric about the imaginary axis, in
contrast with figure 5.4, where the spectral parameters are purely imaginar>'. In
figure 5.6, we fix mi = —1 — l.oi, m2 = 1 — l.oi , 0i = 0, 02 = 0, and vary the dipole
strength, 9. In figure 5.7 we fix mi = — 1 — 0.5i, m2 = 1 — 0.5i, 0i = 0, 02 = 0, and
vary 0. In both cases, the pulse describing Repi2 inverts, the amplitude of the electric
field decreases, and for 0 close to 1, Ap < 0 for a greater range of C values.
In figures 5.8-5.11 we study the effect of the choice of the spectral parameters,
on the solutions. VVe fix 0 = 0,0i =0,02 =0, and vary mi and m2 . We fix
the real part of mi and m2 to be respectively ±1, and vary the imaginary part by
starting at -1.5 and gradually increasing it to -0.5, and -0.1. The behavior of all
four solutions changes considerably. Pulse-like structure with no internal oscillations
observed initially, gradually turns to highly oscillatory behav'ior. That is, we go from
bubbles to envelope-like solutions.
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[c)Rep\^

{d)Imp[^

Figure 5.1: The one-soliton electric field, atomic inversion, and polarization fields
with no permanent dipole
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{c)Rep\^

{d)Imp\^

Figure 5.2: The one-soliton electric field, atomic inversion, and polarization fields
with permanent dipole
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Figure 5.3: The one-soliton electric field, atomic inversion, and polarization fields
with stronger permanent dipole
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(c) mi = —1 — 0.52, ma = —rrTf
Figure 5.8: Snapshots of the two-soliton electric field, for varying spectral parameters
that are s^-mmetric about the imaginary axis.
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Chapter 6
LOOP ALGEBRAS AND THE REDUCED
MAXWELL-BLOCH EQUATIONS

6.1

Loop Algebras

Integrable Hamiltonian systems occupy a special part in the theory of partial differ
ential equations. They have been extensively studied since the pioneering work of
Gardner. Green. Kruskal and Miura [19]. There has been tremendous progress to
wards understanding their unique characteristics. Many excellent reviews have been
published by the scientific community mainly during the second half of the last cen
tury [19], [15], [31], [2], [34], [10], [16], [17].
Integrable systems besides admitting soliton solutions due to lossless pulse propa
gation, they also share other amazing features, such as the existence of infinitely many
conservation laws, and maybe to our surprise, some features that are closely related
to geometric ideas and specifically Lie algebras. In the seminal paper by Ablowitz,
Kaup. Newell and Segur [1], certain nonlinear evolution equations are represented as
the compatibility condition of two linear matrix-systems, with matrices that belong
in semisimple Lie algebras. This motivated the research of the relationship between
soliton equations and Lie algebras.
In 1974, Flaschka in his pioneering work on integrable systems [15], studied the
Toda system and established its integrability by providing a Lax pair. He linked
integrable equations with Lie groups and Lie algebras in his attempt to discover
fundamental facts about the special characteristics of integrable equations. Later on,
Adler and van Moerbeke, among others, tried to generalize the work of Flaschka by
considering different systems that they thought should be treated the same way.
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In 1979, Adler in [3] studied the integrability of the continuous model given by
the Korteweg de-Vries equation and the discrete Toda lattice system. Both of these
systems have equations of motion expressible in terms of a Lax equation. He ob
served that in both cases the relevant symplectic structure is the symplectic structure
given by Kostant-Kirillov [29]. In addition, .\dler realized that the splitting of a Lie
algebra into a vector space direct sum of Lie algebras is responsible for the complete
integrability of the above systems represented via the Lax equation. This statement
can be made rigorous by a theorem proved independently by Kostant and Symes.
This crucial result opened the gates for the study of integrable systems utilizing the
relevant Lie algebra decomposition.
A year later, 1980, Adler and van Moerbeke embarked on a detailed study of
several Hamiltonian systems with the inspiration to associate these systems with Lax
equations of the form
A ' = [A,B] := AB - B A ,

(6.1)

where A and B are square matrices whose entries depend on the phase space variables
and are polynomial in the spectral parameter, A and its reciprocal

The Hamiltonian

systems they considered were related to the periodic-type Toda system, the Neumann
problem of the harmonic oscillators constrained to lie on a sphere, the geodesic flow
on an ellipsoid (a problem of Jacobi), centrally forced motion on an ellipsoid and the
spinning top problem (Euler and Lagrange).
During the same year, 1980, Symes was studying integrable systems from a group
theoretical perspective. He amplified and extended the work of Moser, Adler, and
Kostant [36], [3], [29]. One method of studying integrable models is to identify the
symplectic structure which gives the system its hamiltonian character and then find
the first integrals of the equation. However, this route is extremely hard to follow
because of the lack of a universal zdgorithmic procedure that yields first integrals,
for example. Symes tried to utilize the connection of integrable hamiltonian systems
with Lie groups, which revealed a remarkable amount of information. Specifically he
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provided the symplectic structure of the equation and the constants of motion.
The main theorem that connects the theory of integrable equations to Lie algebraic
ideas, is known in the relevant literature as the Adler-Kostant-Symes theorem (AKS).
One way that the AKS theorem can be phrased is the following. Suppose that we
have a set of functions defined on the dual of a Lie algebra Q', that commute with
every other function - commuting in a Lie-Poisson bracket sense. Then the associated
hamiltonian vector field is trivial. However if we restrict our domain to an appropriate
subalgebra of the original Lie algebra, then commutativity of the functions on the
smaller Lie algebra is preserved, but the corresponding hamiltonian vector field need
not be trivial. In the cases when the resulting hamiltonian vector field is nontrivial the
corresponding flow is very closely related to soliton evolution equations. Notice that
the splitting of the Lie algebra comes into play when one wants to find an appropriate
Lie subalgerba. The commuting functions will play the role of the Hamiltonians for
the different systems.
Symes in [39] applied the AKS theorem to several systems. He described the
corresponding decompositions of the Lie algebras and used the Cartan-Killing form
to identify the Lie algebra with its dual. He also provided explicit formulae for the
hamiltonian vector fields and the Poisson brackets.
A couple of years later. Flaschka, Newell and Ratiu, published a series of papers
[16, 17] devoted to the precise relationship between the modified Korteweg de-Vries
equation and Lie algebras in the context of the AKS theorem. They began by con
sidering an Ablowitz, Kaup, Newell and Segur eigenvalue problem [1],

(6.2)

where v

, q and r are the potentials satisfying specific nonlinear evolution

equations. We define PQ =

0
r(x, t)

APo + Pi- Notice that the matrix appearing at the right hand side of (6.2) is a 2 x 2,
traceless matrix, and can therefore be considered as an element of the Lie algebra
sl(2). Flaschka et al. prolonged the right hand side of equation (6.2) to an infinite
series of the form

j=-oo

where Xj E sl(2). The motivation for introducing a prolongation Lie algebra, com
monly referred to as a loop algebra, lies deep in the core of the structure of the
algebra and the relation with the soliton equation. Flaschka et al. made a distinction
between two Lie algebraic explanations of soliton phenomena. In the first approach,
one regards the soliton equations as evolution equations for functions of x, and Lie
algebras arise because the associated linear eigenvalue problem is expressible in terms
of matrices that belong in the Lie algebra sl(2), as in (6.2), with entries that depend
on the potentials of the original soliton equation. This then leads to the Lax equation
I' = (i, .41 ,
which in turns unravels the hamiltonian structure of the s\*stem.
In the second interpretation, one introduces the prolongation Lie algebra, and does
not single out the variable x. The matrices Xj depend now on an infinite number
of variables, the original x and infinitely many time variables. In this setting one is
able to recover an infinite hierarchy of commuting flows using the AKS theorem, the
associated hamiltonian functions, and infinitely many conservation laws as expected
because of the integrability of the original soliton equation.
Both interpretations are valuable in their own perspective. If one is interested
in the physical understanding of the soliton equations then the analytical techniques
involved in the first interpretation are well-suited. If one wants to establish commutativity of flows and the like, then the algebraic structure exploration that is involved
in the second type interpretation is particularly usefiil. The authors of [16], [17]
established a direct connection between the two interpretations. Below we give a
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brief account of the techniques used and results obtained in [16], [17] on the modified
Korteweg de-Vries (mKdV) equation.
Initially Flaschka et ai. considered system (6.2) and then adjoined a time evolution
equation for v
,
where

(6.3)

is polynomial in A and Qj G sl(2). The commutation of

the time and space derivatives, Vu = v^t, yields the Lax equation
+

=

(6.4)

By setting the coefficients of each power of A equal to zero one obtains

-V+'i [Po,Qol = 0
A'": [Po,Qi|+(P„<?ol=Qo,

A"-' : [Po, Qj+il + [Pi, Q i \

= Qj.

j< N

A " : P i , — Q,Vi + [ P u Q j v ] = 0 .
Consequently we can find Qoi---QiV recursively. The A° equation is called the soliton equation because for specific values of N it takes the form of integrable soliton
equations. For N = 2 and N = 3 one obtains the nonlinear Schrodinger equation and
the modified KdV respectively. It is then of interest to know whether the flows of the
Lax equation (6.4),
=«i'"+[Q'"".Pl = 0

(6.5)

commute for different values of N . Notice that for each iV we denote the corresponding
time hy

In addition to that we would like to know whether these equations are
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hamiltonian, and if they have infinitely many conservation laws. These questions
may be answered positively using formal asymptotic expansions for the eigenfunction
V of (6.2) and a symbolic calculus for the inverse of

Flaschka et al. addressed

and answered these questions positively using the AKS theorem in the context of
the loop algebra sl(2) ® C[X,

- the tensor product of the space of matrices that

belong in s[(2) and the vector space of functions polynomial in A and j. They
prove that the equations are commuting Hamiltonian flows on the formal Lie algebra
^ ®K2)}, with respect to a natural Lie-Poisson bracket, and give closed
formulas for the conservation laws. In the following sections we address the same
questions regarding commutativity of flows, Poisson brackets and conservation laws,
for the rMB equations. The techniques we use are Lie algebraic and the loop algebra
we consider is su(2) 0 C[A,

- the tensor product of the space of matrices that

belong in su(2) and the vector space of functions polynomial in A and

6.2

.

Generalized Lzix Pair

The structure of the Lax pair motivates us to generalize the loop subspace on which
the rMB flow evolves, by considering loop elements of the form

= t l (TT^

t®-®'

where n can be any positive integer or infinity. This is equivalent to introducing a
prolongation Lie algebra. The Lax pair for the u—th flow is then given by .4 and
^

and the commutation of the pair, [Z.„,-4] = 0, determines the

dependence of the coefficients hk,fk,ek, for A: > 0, on r and QThe commutation of A and
elements

yields the Lax pair equation in terms of the loop

:
^+^=

(6.7)

One can consider the stationary form of equation (6.7) by freezing the dependence on
Cn,
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^ = (Q(°),Q(»)],

(6,8)

which in turn can be viewed as polynomial truncations of a single fundamental equa
tion
^=

(6.9)

where Q = Q°°.
We proceed by giving the exact dependence of the coefficients hk, fk,

on r and

for k >0, as determined by the Lax equation [L, .4] = 0.
Proposition 4 If L = ^ + Q and .4 = — ^ +

then [L, .4] = 0 implies:

To order C?(A°),

1 deo
1 deo ,, ,
2
^ 2"^ ^ ^

,, ,
"

'

to 0(Ai),

dfiQ
dr

^^
ac

^+^ = 0
ar
ac

1dhi
2~^

foe I — eo/i

Co/ii — flQCi
2 dr
1 dei
= { h o f i — f o h i ) + (/o/i2 — ^10/2) »
2~dT

to O
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1 dhk
.
.
2 aT "
~
I dfk
h
h
= eo/ifc
- "oe*:
~ i^ofk ~ fohk) + (/o/ifc+i — hofk+i)

, for fc > 1 .

Proof

The Lax equation yields:

9c

dr

which after using the expression we have for

k=0 ^

M^n+
or
or

and Q unravels to

+ |i£
or

:2 {{eohk — hoCk)^ + {fo^k — ^ofk)^-}
(1-A2)*='

We proceed by equating the coefficients of the different powers of

£ind

appearing on the left-hand side and right-hand side of the equation above to obtain
exactly the equations suggested by the proposition, o
Notice that to order O

we obtain the same equations as at O

)

due to the fact that the symmetry of the system, A -> —A implies {hk.fkj^k)
(

^ki

fki ^fc)-

If one truncates the loop element Q , by considering hk, fk, Cfc = 0, for k > 2 , then
Q = Q^^\ and the commutation of Li with A results to the rMB system, as expected.

Specifically the system obtained is
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Ideo
2 aT

Ideo
2 ac

.

^

,, ,

~

~

'

dhp ^ d j ^ ^ ^
dr
dQ

^-4-^=0
dr
dQ

which after using hk,fk,ek. for A: = 0,1. as prescribed in (4.28)-(4.30), gives rise to
the rMB system.

6.3

Splitting of the Lie algebra

In this section we describe how to construct invariant functions that serve as the
Hamiltonians, for an infinite hierarchy of systems, the first of which is the rMB
system.
We let q be the infinite dimensional loop algebra

9=

•V : -Y = ^

^"

where A is the spectral parameter, and h,k,fk,ek are respectively the coefficients of
the matrices

and S .

We can embed the Lie algebra q into a larger algebra Q, that consists of matrices
of the form
00

X-

xT

(6.11)
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for which X j = 0 , j > N , for iV 6 N. Notice that X ~ and

are now linear

combinations of our basis elements of su(2), 7i, T and S. This embedding is defined by
writing

and

(H^'

for A: > 1, in terms of

J =

• • •'

which is done using the formulas below:

(l-A2)^

+
= E7T^
^(1-Ap
( 1 + AV

1
1
\2\k
(1 _ A2)*

'

^

£7
n - A)j
^ (1

(1 + A)j •

where
2k - j - 2 \
k - l

k - l

•

1

I

02k-j '

and b j = — a j and d j = c j for j = 1,k .
From the definition of the Lie algebra Q in (6.11), it is clear that there is a part
that carries information about the two poles at A = 1 and A = — 1, and there is a part
that carries information about the polynomial piece. It is straightforward to show
that Q is a Lie algebra so we omit the details. Next we define an inner product on
the Lie algebra Q,

(,

) : Q x Q ^ C
{X,Y)^TTaXY)o) .

which is non-degenerate and ad-invariant. That is, { X , a d y Z ) + { a d Y X , Z ) = 0, where
adyX := [V,

Notice that (Xy)o represents the matrix that is the coefficient of

A° i n t h e p r o d u c t X Y .
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At this point, we make a remark concerning the space we will be working with.
We consider a subspace of the Lie algebra Q which consists of formal series of the
form
00
Y"—
V+
y —— + —^— .
(i + AV
This subspace plays the role of an extended phase space. Notice that for the truncated
series that only includes poles of order one, the corresponding Lax pair equation
reduces to the rMB equations as we show below. Therefore the matrices Xj are
expressible in terms of the potentials hj, fj.ej, j = 0,1 and we think of the truncated
loop element as the phase space for the r.VIB system. For example if we recall the
operators A and Li, for the Lax pair of the rMB equations, then their non-differential
parts can be expressed as series lying in this subspace:

•4 = —dr + (1 — A).Y_j + (1 + A)A
i, =

+ (1 - Aj.Yi, + (1 +

where

A'li = -^{hoU + hT - eoS)
+ foJ' + eoS)

(6.12)
(6.13)

Ao" = 0

(6.14)

A7 = 0

(6.15)

=

+

(6.16)

AT = -\{h,n + AJF - ey£).

(6.17)

Generalizing a construction [16] for loop systems having just one finite pole, we split
the Lie edgebra Q into a direct sum of two complementary subalgebras a and 6,
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Q=a®6,

(6.18)

where

f

^ X-

X^ ]

| . A'
Y e SQ: -: V
-V
jA
i|
6= I
-Y = ^
^
XjX^
|
Then, one can compute a- and

(6.19)

(6.20)

with respect to the inner product on Q; i.e.,

a- = {.Y € Q : (.Y, y^) = 0 , Vy € a}

6- = {.Y 6 Q : (.Y. V) = 0 . Vr G 6}.
After some calculations one finds:
. - = { x e Q : . V =|

^ .A } ,

and

6^ = |x 6 Q : X = ^ A'jA-' l .

6.4

Adler-Kostant-Symes Theorem

In this section we invoke a general construction for finding commuting flows that falls
under the rubric of the Adler-Kostant-Symes theorem, which we will now review.
Let Q be a Lie algebra with a non-degenerate, invariant bilinear form (•, -). Suppose
that one has a splitting Q = a® b, where a and b are subalgebras. Then by linear
algebra (basically the Riesz representation theorem) one may use the bilinear form
to define an isomorphism between a-^ and b', the dual of the Lie algebra of b. This
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isomorphism becomes clear if one considers an element of 6*, / G 6*. Then by the
Riesz representation theorem we know that there exists a y e Q such that
f{ x )

= (x, y ) Vx 6 Q .

Let us denote the linear functional / by

fy.

Then we want to extend this functional

on the whole Lie algebra Q in such a way that the extended functional and the old
one agree everywhere on Q. Define the extended functional to be :

Fix) =

fy{x)

if X e 6 .

0

if

X

Ga.

Therefore F(x) = (x. i j ) if x € b , and if x € a then (x, y ) = 0. This implies that y
must belong in a-*-. In other words if we want to extend any linear functional fy on
6 to a linear functional on Q then it must be that y ^ a ^ .
The canonical Lie-Poisson bracket on 6* (which exists on the dual of any Lie
algebra) can then be represented, via the above-mentioned isomorphism, on a-*-. In
fact it can be represented on any translate, 3 + a-^, by an element 3 G b-^ such
that

[a, a]) = 0. The explicit form of this representation is the content of the

Adler-Kostant-Symes (AKS) theorem [3, 4, 29, 39].
Theorem 5 Let H, F be invariant functions on Q* = Q, and let
restrictions to 0 -h a-^. Then

F^°i be their

J. = q, where {•, •} denotes the Lie-Poisson

bracket for b' realized on /3 + a-*-. The corresponding Hamiltonian equations for an
invariant H are
d

—(/3 + a) — —(/3+ Q) ,V /3 + Q:G/3 + a

.

(6.21)

Before we proceed with the proof of the theorem we make a remark on notation.
Remark 6 17^ denotes projection onto the subalgerba a. ad' is the dual of the ad
map. The gradient of H evaluated at X E Q, denoted by VH{X), is defined by
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e-vO

e

Proof.

The fact that F is an invariant function on Q* is equivalent to

a,d^F(x)i^) ~ 0

^ Q-

If we consider the projection on 0 + a-^ then

^^vF{a+s)i^ + /3) =0,

Vq! + /3 € <i~ + 3.

First we show that the projection of H and F on
{H,F}{a + 3) =

Q; + 3,

+ 3 commute.

FJ V//(A + ^3),
.6

VF(A + 3)
b

n VF(a + ,3)j

a - h 3,-adYi^VH{a+3) n VF( q + ,5)^
a + /3, — v f ( q + ^ ) J J V i / ( Q + /3)^

13, n v i f ( Q + , / 3 ) , n ^ ^ ( " + ^ )

since a E a-*-. At this point it has become clear that (/3, [a, a]) = 0 is a sufficient
condition for the cummutativity of the flows on the restricted space a-^ + ,5.
For the second part of the theorem we have that the Hamiltonian vector field
associated to H is
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Xh(Q! + /3) =

[ Q! + ;5,

+ /3)
a^+&

ol + d , —

vH{a+a)
a-^-rQ

+/?, —

+ 3)^ ,

where we used that arf* (a-'- + 8) d a^ + ^.
This is true because of the following argument. We have assumed that a is a
subaigebra of Q, therefore there exists a Lie bracket operation and in particular an
adx map that takes elements of a to elements of a:

ddx • Q —^ 0,
y ^ [^' y]

The dual of this map is,
acf* : a —> a .
We start with an x 6 adl{a') and show that r 6 a-"-. Since x E adl{a-^), there exist
Qi € a and a G a-^ such that,
X = arf;^(Q)

Then, for a2 ^ a we have,

(x,a2) = (ad;^(a),a2) ,
= (a, -adaia2) ,
= (a, [Q 2,Qi]) ,
= 0.
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because [0:2, ^i] 6 a since both a-j and Qi are in a, and a is a sublagebra. This finishes
the proof of the theorem, o
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Chapter 7
HAMILTONIANS AND CONSERVATION LAWS

7.1

Ad-Inv£iriant Functions

In this section we describe how to construct invariant functions that serve as the
Hamiltonians, for an infinite hierarchy of systems, the first of which is the rMB
system.
We apply the AKS theorem to the loop algebra splitting Q = a® b, as given in
(6.18), and (6.19)-(6.20) . Consider the set 3 + a-"-, where 3 = — AXli + A.Y^^ € b-^,
and satisfies {3, [a, a]) = 0. Explicitly this space consists of series of the form:
00

-Y=.Vr,(l-A)+.Y+(l + A) + 5;

J
1
"-J
(1 - A)J
(1 + X ) J

•

The Poisson bracket on /? + a-'- is defined as follows; if $ and ^ are functions
on ,3 + a-^, we compute V$(A'") and V^(.Y) in the full Lie algebra Q and then the
bracket is the function

{<t.4'}(.Y) = -(x. f[vt(.Y),f[V>t(.Y)
\

defined for

X

L 6

6

6 /5 -h a-*-.

To construct a class of suitable invariant functions to which we can apply the AKS
theorem, we introduce two shift operators acting on the Lie algebra Q:

5^(X) = (1 + A)^Y

(7.1)

5*(-Y) = (1 - A)^Y

(7.2)
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for any X € Q. We define
= -i {{Si O Si)(.Y), .V)

(-.3)

and aim to show that these functions are invariant and can therefore be considered
as Hamiltonian functions for the AKS infinite hierarchy of systems with phase space
the subset of Q,

+ a-^.

Lemma 7
V$fc(A') = - { S i o St){X),

X G Q.

Proof.

By definition of V^fc(.Y) we have

e->0

e

Now by using the definition of $fc(-V) we find that the right hand side of the equation
above is:
RHS =

{ { { S i o 5l)V;-Y) + { { S i o S i ) X , Y ) } .

Then we observe that
((S^ o Sl)K X) = ((S^ o S'L)X, Y)
because the 5^ o St operator acts on -Y and Y by shifting the (1 + A) and (1 — A)
powers, and Tr{AB) = Tr(B.4) for any two matrices .4 and B. Therefore

(v, v«t(.v)) = (r, -(Si o si).v),
for every Y' 6 Q. Hence,
V«t(A-) = -(SioSi){X)
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which proves the lemma, o
In the next lemma we show that the functions

are indeed invariant on Q;

i.e., we show that
Lemma 8
[V^»fc(A'),A'] = 0,

X e Q

Proof.

By Lemma 7 it is enough to show that
[ { S i o S ' L ) X , X ] = 0.

[(5t o S'L)X, A']
00

y-

Y+

V~

V"!"

= (1 + A)^(1-A)^

;^(i-A)i

( i + A)'

= f ; f ^ ( l + A)'(l-A)'
J=l t=I

{

1

^ • (l + A)J(l-A)'^"
(1-A)'
1t
1
A-*"^ r v
rv- v^l-I
r Y+ Y+] I
{I - xyii + xy^ '
( i + AV-'^ J
( i + A)'^

v+i

'

Now we observe that the following terms that appear in the double sum above are
antisymmetric in i and j . Since i and j range over all possible positive integers, the
double sum is zero. We display the antisymmetric terms:
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1 — r vJ"' Y~]
i J

(l-A)J+'l

1

'

^

(l+Ap

L
f y4- Y+1
(l+Ap+'l-^j »-^t J '

f v*"

AJ~' r y y+l i
(l+A)'J

-Yi-.l,

A

-

X ' ^ ]i

i ^ (l-Ap
A ' ~ ' -^ r v —
(l+A)

y

'

1
»

fiWfiiv[-V.-^Tl + friFuwI-^T.-VI •

Therefore
[(5toS^).Y,.Y] = 0
for every A' G Q which proves the lemma, o
Observe that Lemma 8 implies that the set

is a set of invariant functions

on Q. The associated Hamiltonian system on 3 +

is

A" = - nv<ft(.Y),A-

which can be rewritten as
A' = n v < f t ( - Y ) , . v
L b

if we use that
(V*i(.Y),.Y| = nV<tt(.Y),.Y + n V $ , ( A ) , A = 0.
L 6

By the AKS theorem, the Hamiltonian functions {$fc}fc>o are in involution on the
subspace 3 + a-^, and the flows of the corresponding Hamiltonian systems.
dX

dtk

15(5^ o Si)X, X

(7.5)

L b

commute with one another.
Observe that as k changes, fc = 0,1,2,..., we get different systems of equations.
In particular we could let A: = 0 and hope to recover the rMB equations, which is in
fact the content of the next theorem.
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Theorem 9 The Hamiltonian system associated with the ad-invariant function
as given by the AKS theorem, is equivalent to the stationary Lax pair equation [L, A] =
0.
Proof.

Notice that the Hamiltonian system associated with

is the one described in (7.5),

for A: = 0. Since S° (A') = (1 + A)°X = X and 5° (-Y) = (1 - A)°A' = .Y,

{Si o SDiX) = X.

Recall that X 6 5 + a-'- so
A- = A-:,(l -

A) + A-,(l + A) + f;

^(l-A)J

^

{ l + X)J •

Then we project -Y along b, which represents the polynomial part of A",

n-v = .v:,(i - A ) + . Y + ( i + A).
Equation (7.5) then gives:

dto

n(S° °Si)(A-),A'

n-v,A-

. 6

and now we recognize this as the stationary Lax equation (6.9). This proves the
theorem, o
VV^e have therefore established our first claim, that the reduced MB flow (corre
sponding to A: = 0) is one among an infinite hierarchy of commuting flows (corre
sponding to A: > 1).

7.2

Hamiltonian Functions and Poisson Brackets

In this section we aim to find the Hamiltonian function for the rMB equations and
the Poisson brackets between the coordinates involved, so that we can represent the
system as:
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S=

=

S = {/.,^o}.

(7.6)

The Hamiltonian function $o, defined on ,5+a-'-, was given as the ad-invariant function
appearing in the AKS theorem, and was defined as follows:
*o(.Y) = - i ( ( S i o S i ) X . V )

(7.7)

Therefore
^o{X) =

(A',.Y) = -iTrace(A'-)o .

We restrict our phase space by setting hj = fj = Cj = 0 for j > 2. Then a typical
loop element has the form:
X = eo£ + XihoK + /oJF) +

+ /iJF) + e.S] .

(7.8)

We start with the computation of the gradients of the potentials e j , h j , f j , for j = 0,1.
We define:

e_,(A'') = Bj,

the coefficient of

^x2y^

hj{X) = hj,

the coefficient of ——^
/H
(1 — A y

fjiX) = fj,

the coefficient of —
(1 — A-)-'

Then, using the definition of Veo(A") we obtain:
(Veo(.Y), r) = lim
£-•0

+ fV ) - eo(X)
e

Thus,

{Veo{X),Y)=eo{Y) ,
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which in turn gives:
Tr(Veo(A')y ')o = eo(V').
We are thus looking for an element of the generalized loop algebra, that will satisfy
the above equation. One can easily find that,
Ve„{.Y) =
Working in a similar fashion we find the gradients of all the potentials:
Ve„(.V) = -i£,

VftoC-Y) =

Vei(.Y) =

V/ii(A') = \ X H .

.

The Poisson bracket of any two functions

, V/o(.Y) =

*1', defined on e + a-^ is given by:

{<t, tH-v)=- (.Y, n
\

V/i(.Y) = iAJT .

L 6

n
6

where b represents the polynomial part.
Notice that since rifiVftolA') = 0. and riftWoC-V) = 0, then {hQ,g} = 0, and
{/o, <;} = 0, for any coordinate function g. The Poisson bracket of say, fi and ei is

{/i,e,}(-Y) = - ^.Y, j'nv/,(.Y),nVei(A-)
= -(A',[iA;F,iA=f])=-(A-,iA'w)
= -Tr(iA=.YW)„ = Tr
= -Tr(ift,I) =-A,.

Similarly we compute the rest of the Poisson brackets:
— fl •>
{eo,hi}= f i ,

0
{eQ,fi} = —hi,

{ei,fi} = hi
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The Hamiltonian function <^o can be computed using definition (7.7):
^0 = C Q ~ 2(/io/ii + fofi) ,

and the associated Hamiltonian system is given by equations (7.6) for j = 0,1.
As a preliminary calculation we observe that if g is any coordinate, then:

= {9,^1 —-{hohi + fofi)}

= 2eo{5,eo} -2 {ho {g , h i } + fo{g,fi}).

Therefore,

and

{co, ^0} = 2(/o/ii — h o f i ) ,

{^1,^*0} = 2(/oei — CQ/I),

{/b

{ e i , <&o} = - { h o f i — f o h i ) ,

= 2(eo/ii — hoCi),

= {/or^o} = 0. The system associated with the Hamiltonian function

•^0 is:
= 2(/o/ii - h o f i )

^ = 2(/oei — eo/i)

g=2(e„/!,-A„ei)

= JCio/i - / o A i )

if=0

l& =o-

These are exactly the equations of the rMB system!
If we do not truncate X, but instead we use an X that lives in p + a-^,

X = eo£ + HhoH + /o^) + V

\ , , J A ( / i i K + /iJF) + ei£],
^ U - A-F

then we can compute the gradients of all the coordinates:

Vci(A-) = 1(-1)>+'A«£ ,

V/i(.V) =

, forj > 1

(7.9)
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For

j =0

we get the same expressions as before, i.e.
Ve„(,V) = - i £ ,

V/!„(.V) =

Moreover the Poisson brackets between the potentials are:

MA

{/i„e„} = (-!)>«
fc=i

fc=l

~

,

ly

~

k=l

fc=i

~ 1/

{ej,/.} = ( - i y ^ ( - l ) ' ( z ' Iftt,
fc=i
ly
~

{A,,A} = { - 1 H + ' ^ ( - 1 ) ' ( ' ~ M
k=l

We proceed with the computation of the Hamiltonian function
Starting from the definition we have that

•

~ 1/

for a general n.
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5((S2OS:)(.v),.V)
= -jTV ((S2 O SJ)(.V)(X))„
= -ixr ((1 - Ara + Ar.Y^)„
= -iTr((l-AY-V^)„
= - i E ( " 1 (-irTr(A^.Y=)„
'm=Q y n )

= •o(.V) - 5 E 1 " I (-l)'"Tr(A^'".Y'^)o ,
" m=l * ^

where — ^Tr(A-'"A''-) can be calculated:

-ixKA-rV^) = 2^'

J

(-l)^(A„Aj+/„/j)+2^

+

i—
2 <k+ j <m+ l \J^

2 <k+ j <m

^J

J

(-lyeoe,

+ fkfj)

^J

^J

where k,j € N. Hence the above formula provides concrete expressions for the Hamil
tonian function

where n>0. For instance, if we let n = 1 then

= ^5 — i h \ + f f ) + 2(eoei — /io/i2 — /o/2)-

7.3

Conservation Laws

In this section we consider hamiltonian systems of the form described by the AdlerKostant-Symes theorem, and derive conservation laws. In this setting the hamiltonian
system associated with the hamiltonian fxmction

for fc > 0, is given by:
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dX
dtk

NV$I(X),-Y

(7.10)

. X€a^+3.

L b

Recall that for A: = 0 and for a truncated X of the form (7.8) the above system
reduces to the rMB equations. Now, if we do not truncate the X, but instead we use
an X of the form (7.9), then (7.10) yields the equations described in proposition 4.
Below we give the explicit form of the hamiltonian system associated with

for

k eN. Take .V e /3 + a-"-. Then
oo
p
Y = y"— —
j=0 ^
'

^

where P , = \ ( h j H +

+ e,£. - fit V$i(.Y) = FI.Cl - Aftl + A)».Y = Hill -

A^)*.Y , and hence.

^ (1
J=0
^ - A2)J
'
Therefore the right-hand side of equation (7.10) is:

nv<ft(-Y),.Y
b

oa
ri=0

k
j=0 ^

'

"§§ (~(l-A2)'»-*-+J-l +
(1 _ X2)n-k+j

oo

1

{l-\2)n-k+j)

+ dfj^n^)

/ A:

= ^ ^ TT"—~A^T" (
{d^m,n+k—m
n=l^
' \m=0
"f"

A^)" '
vm=0

\
<^Cm,Ti+A:-m+l)|^
/

d^m,,n+k—m'^ "t~ dfm,n+k—m^

d^k+1,0^
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where dcj^n — —{hjfn

fjhfi),

dhj^n — 2(/je7i

^jfn)-:

2{Cjhji

hjEji).

Notice that dcj^ni d h j ^n, d f j ^n are antisymmetric with respect to the indices j and n .
The left-hand side of (7.10) is equal to:
^
dtk

-J—^£ 4-

By equating the powers of

^
{I-X^)-\dtk

and (Y^P7

dtk

J-

obtain:

, if = |g=0
= Sm=0

r

— ^^m=0 ^^Tn,n+k—m

= Sm=0
dem,n+k — m.+ l i fi ^ 1 .

The last three formulas can be rewritten as:

mm{n-i.)k)
dh„,„^t-,a

(7.11)

m=0

^

^

min (n-l ,A:)

S

TTT ~
'^^m.n+fc—m
dtk
^
m=0

(7.12)

dejji,n-rk—m+l i

^1

(^.13)

Having written the evolution equations for the potentials /i„, /„ and e„ in the fashion
described above we deduce that:
dhn+i
dhk+l
dtk ~ dtn •

dfn-t-l
9fk+l
atk ~ atn '

(Y
\ •

J

We want to derive an analogous conservation law for the potential Cn- VVe observe
that:
den _ dek ^
cftk
cnn

For n = 0 we get:
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deo
otk

dck ^
Cto

,

and we can express rfet.o, as a perfect derivative: dekja =

Therefore,

deg _ dsQ _
dtk
dtk+i ~ dto

For n = 1 we have:
dei

dek

Cftfc

Cfti

Now we write the same equation, for A: + 1:
dei
dek+i
57
~
Cnk+i
Oil
Subtract the last two equations:
dei
dtk

dei
dek
~
"57
dtk+i
dti

, ,

dck+i
ol
dti

, ,

~

,
•

The goal is to write the difference dek,i — dek+i,i as a perfect derivative . We observe
that:

,

,

dek+i

dek

and thus:
dei ^ dei _ dek+i _ dek+i
dtk
dtk+i
dto
dti

VVe proceed by proving something analogous to the above formula, for any value of
n:

Lemma 10
dcji
dtk

dcji
dtk^i

dck-i-i
dtn-l

dck+i
, for n,k>0.
dtn
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Proof.

The two previous calculations show that the Lemma is true for n = 0 , 1 . Using the
same technique as before, we write equation (7.15) for k+l, and subtract the resulting
equation from (7.15):
den
den
dck
dck+i ,
fif
~
rit
Pit
d^k,n d^k+l,n •
(7-16)
Otk
Otk+l
Otn
Otn
We would like to write the difference dek,n — d.^k+i,n as a linear combination of partial

derivatives. For n = 0,1 we have that:

,

.

dck
,
OTQ
,
,
dck
dck+i
dei^k — dei^k+i =
^— oti
dtQ

"eo.A: — aeo,jfc4.i =

VVe will proceed inductively to show:
_dek
dek.^1
<ien,k+ 1 ~
p.
•
('^ •1 ' )
Ctn
dtn-l
We assume that (7.17) is true when n is replaced by j, for j = 1,.. . n — 1 , and show
den,k

that it holds for j = n. Using (7.11)

9ek
^
"

_ ^

, ^^m,k+n—m

m=0

,

"•^m,k+n—m+l

n—1
dek+n
\ ^ f dCk+n—m
=
^ >. I —57
^0
\ otm

^^k+n —m+1 \ , J
J
^
+ dCnM - den,k+iC^m-l /

Notice that the above series is telescopic, and the terms remaining read
dek

"5T

CCN

dek+i

"57

CRTN-L

,

— den,k —

,

Use the above result in (7.16)
den _ den
dtk

dtk+i

^
^_

d^k+i

_^ ,

^^k+i

dtn

dtn

dtn

dtn-i
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which reduces to:
dcn,

9cji

dtk

dtk+l

de^+i

Q^k+i

~ dtn-l

dtn

the third conservation law that we were looking for. o
Compactly, the conservation laws are;
dhn-t-i
dhii^i
ati ~ atn '

If we define S
otif
form

dfn+i _ S f k + i
atfc
au '

den
etk

de„ _

9efc+i
au '

dtk+i •= ^
oTk then the above conservation laws take the more usual

dhn-i-i
dtk

dhk+i
atn '

&fn-ri
dtk

^fk+i
au '

d e „ _ deic+i
aTk
aT„_i •

We conclude with a restatement of the main results of this dissertation, and directions
that one can follow for further research.
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Chapter 8
SUMMARY

We considered the semi-classical approxiamtion of the Maxwell-Bloch equations
to model the interaction of light with matter. A reduction to the system was then
obtained after a sequence of physically motivated assumptions. One of the quantum
mechanical features of the material is encoded in the nonvanishing permanent dipole
which was absent from treatment in many other integrable rMB systems existing in
the literature. The rMB system we obtain includes the effect of the permanent dipole
and remains integrable. A Lax pair representation is derived in terms of operators
that belong in su(2) 0 i?(A), where su(2) is the Lie algebra of 2 x 2, antihermitian,
traceless matrices and R{X) is the space of rational functions of A.
The form of the Lax pair is used to derive a Backlund transformation, that gener
ates the family of the n—soliton solutions of the system. A graphical representation
of the solitons reveals different pulse structures, depending on the values of the phys
ical and spectral parameters. One can observe pulses with internal oscillations at
one extreme, and electromagnetic bubbles at the other. The latter type of solutions
would not be possible to detect and study if one used the slowly varying envelope
approximation.
The singularity structure of the Lax pair for the rMB s>stem, with finite poles at
A = ±1, motivated us to consider a prolongation algebra for the phase space of the
system and we found an infinite hierarchy of commuting Hamiltonian systems, the
first of which is the rMB system.
We provided an appropriate splitting of the algebra, and an infinite set of adinvariant functions. The ad-invariant functions were obtained as the inner product
of a general loop element with the corresponding shifted one. Each level of shifting
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corresponded to a different ad-invariant function. We denote that the shifting used
in [16], was by a simple power of A. We needed to incorporate the effect of the
two poles at ±1, and thus the shifting was obtained as a combination of powers of
(1 — A) and (1 -1- A). The ad-invariant functions served as the Hamiltonians for the
corresponding systems. One can concretely compute these Hamiltonians in terms of
the loop-element coefficients. Generalized conservation laws that relate the potentials
of the rMB flow to the ones of the higher flows, have also been established.
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Chapter 9

OUTLOOK

We conclude with directions that one can follow for further research. One of the
assumptions made in reducing the MB equations was that all the fields involved are
unidirectional (to the right), based on experimental observations that the backscatter fields are relatively small in amplitude compared to the right-going ones. One
can proceed with a perturbative approach to study the dynamics of the left-going
fields. Namely, we incorporate the effect of the left-going fields by introducing a
small parameter e and considering the electric and polarization fields as a sum of the
right-going waves and the small left-going waves:

E = Er+€E^

P = P"" -t- eP'.
The superscripts r and I denote the direction, right or left, of the wave.
Consequently the left-going fields modify the formal expansions (2.7)-(2.10) as follows:

E = £ 5 -f-

+^^iEl + eE[) + OiM^) ,

P = 0 -h jV(PC + ePi) + 0{M^) ,
ut

UlQ

(jt\

(9.1)
(9.2)
(9.3)
(9.4)

Then one can make the same set of assumptions as in section 2.2, but without
assuming that the waves are unidirectional. Namely, we consider equations (2.1)(2.3), use the two-level atom representation as in section 2.3, and the scaling as in
section 2.4. Then equations (9.1)-(9.4) applied in (2.1)-(2.3) yield:
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(9.5)
(9.6)
(9.7)
(9.8)
(9.9)
—sin(0)e'pi2]
= -2iQ cos{9) [e'"(p'io - Pi'o) - e^ipn " pQ]

(9.10)

We remark that equations (9.5)-(9.7) were obtained at the level of C?(c°), whereas
equations (9.8)-(9.10) are at the level of 0{e^). We also notice that (9.5)-(9.7) are
exactly the same as the equations we considered before, (2.23))-(2.25). Thus one can
use the solutions obtained for equations (2.23)-(2.25) and treat equations (9.8)-(9.10)
as linear. Then linear stability analysis is in order. This work is in progress and
further elaboration on the subject will be reported when finished.
Another direction my collaborators (N. Ercolani, S. Glasgow) and I are pursuing
is the relaxation of yet another restrictive assumption in deriving the equations. In
the two leve' atom representation we assumed the existence of a definite transition
frequency u :=

defined as the difference of the high energj' level frequency and

the lower one. In quantum mechanical formulations though, ui is not a definite param
eter during the interaction because of the constant motion of atoms, which results to
a different transition frequency for each atom. Therefore one can try to incorporate
this effect, usuedly called inhomogeneous broadening, by introducing a distribution
of weighted resonant frequencies, ui. This work is also in progress and so far a Lax
pair has been established for the inhomogeneously broadened rMB equations, and an
appropriate Backlund transformation is the next step. Below we elaborate on the
form of the inhomogeneously broadened rMB equations and the associated Lax pair
representation. The notation is different than the one we have been using in the
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previous chapters and hence the symbols appearing in the equations that follow are
not representing the same quantities as before.
The inhomogeneously broadened rMB equations can be written as follows

E' = -Q (it)

(9-11)

it = -ujR^

(9.12)

iL =

(9.13)

+ EN^

iV^ = -ER^ ,

(9.14)

where
OO
g{ui)P^duj .
/

Notation: a; is a distribution of the resonant frequencies, g is an appropriate weight
function, Q is a physical parameter, E is the electric field, N,^ is the analogue of what
we called Ap, P is the analogue of Repi2 and R is the analogue of lmpi2. ( )' and ( )
denote differentiation with respect to a space variable, call it 2, and a time variable,
call it t, respectively. We note that t and ^ are not necessarily the same time and
space variables that appeared in equations (2.1)-(2.3).
Equations (9.11)-(9.14) have a Lax pair representation

^ { — X i H + E J ^ } ij; .

We define the Lie algebra homomorphism, which by definition preserves the Lie
bracket,
0 : su(2) ->• su(2)
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n ^ - n ,

and scale the spectral parameter via A H-> —icos(0)A, and the electric field via

E =

— sin(0) + 2Qe. Under the Lie algebra homomorphism and these scalings the Lax pair
representation takes the form

u

- \

2

Jo

V X

r

a;2 — cos2(0)A2

+

- cos2(9)A2

Jg

r

u-— cos - { 9 ) \ -

J

„

j^ '

i/i = ^cos(0)AH +
We define two differential operators

n

U>.
L

and

A,

such that

[ L , .4]

= 0 is equivalent to

the inhomogeneously broadened rMB equations (9.11)-(9.14).

A = -dt + \ cos(0)A-W +

' • ' • 4i ' C

+ Qe^ := -dt +

^-"f '"tw

Having written the inhomogeneously broadened rMB equations in the equivalent
Lax pair representation given above, opens the road for an application of a Backlund
transformation to yield the solitoa solutions for these more complicated rMB equa
tions. The complete account and details on the application of the Backlund transfor
mation will be presented in a future paper.
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